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Glitches riddle database
to track foreign students

AFaceof
Marine confident he'll return
home asEMT to help people
By Jeff Seidel
Knight Ridder Newspapers BREACH POINT, Northern
Kuwait - "Incoming Scud!"
somebody yells. "Gas! Gas!
Gas!"
Lance Cpl. Jeremy Janssen
puts on his gas mask and runs
across the base, past pup tents
and a portable water container
and reaches a bunker about 4 feet
wide, 4 feet underground. The
roof is covered with sandbags.
" It's a long, exhausting day for
the Marines of the 6th Engineer
Support Battalion.
"Everybody in the bunkers!"
somebody screams.
Janssen sits in the bunker
wearing rubber boots, rubber
gloves, a gas mask and a biochemical suit. TIle Army fires a
Patriot air defense missile.
Janssen gets up and looks out of
the bunker. More missiles shoot
into the air, and there is a loud
explosion.
"You guys hear that?"
Janssen shouts.
Janssen cracks
jokes. When
ple gel scare , he
tries to calm them.
Another missile
streaks by. Janssen
stands outside the
bunker, watching
the light show.
"Yeah, that was
impressive,"
he
says like someone "
"watching iireworks on the Fourth
of July.
"Everybody take some naps,"
someone says over the radio.
"We could be here awhile."
Janssen is watching history
unfold through his gas mask _
and he can't help but look. A former high school football player,
Janssen is 5 feet 11 with brown
hair and brown eyes. He joined
the Marines to see different
places and things,
.
Now he's luding in a bunker
at the start of a war, his emotions
ranging from panic and' fear to
relief and boredom.
"
Janssen,
20,
a' Marine
reservist, hears planes hi~h overhead, but they're out of~l~ht. He
holds an M-16 rifle in hIS right
hand and leans against the roof
with his left He is a sophomore
at Illinois State University,
majoring in pre-law or criminal

leo-

justice.
More booms are heard in the
distance.
More airplanes go by, headed
to Iraq to drop bombs.
"You know what's really
messed up?" Janssen says to two
Marines nearby. "There are people dying right now."
Behind the bunker, there are
more explosions.
After what seems like hours,
the Marines are told to take off
their masks, leave the bunkers
and start packing up their tents.
They will leave in the morning
for Iraq, a day earlier than
. expected.
As they pack in the dark, there
.is a series ofloud explosions. The
sky lights up. Several Marines
run for cover, even though they
will soon learn it's outgoing
artillery.
When Janssen reaches the
bunker, he finds that somebody
forgot their helmet. "Here, take
mine," he says.
Janssen stands up again to
watch. He's convinced that nothing
bad will happen.
Back home, he's a
volunteer
emergency medical tech. nician for a fire
department
in
Ransom, Ill. "It's
just a little town,
250 people," he
says. "Nothing ever
happens. I did have
one call fur a kitchen fire."
The missiles and airplanes
continue all night, slowing the
Marines'
packing.
Morning
brings silence.
A few days later, Janssen is
standing watch in southern Iraq,
looking across a canal, when.he
leams that two Marines drowned
on a reconnaissance mission. He
runs to the bank and wants to
search but is told to wait. He's an
EMT; they might need him on
shore.
Janssen has a knack for being
in the.right place to help people cracking a Joke to, relieve stress,
giving up his helmet, hiding his
fear.
Janssen will finish his degree,
but he's thinking about becoming
a firefighter. "That way," he says,
"I can save people."

By Robert Becker
Chicago Tribune
The
computer
system
intended to track international
students as part of the nation's
stepped-up security routinely
loses sensitive
information
about foreign students and faculty, according to university
officials
throughout
the
country.
. ·Gaffes in the $36 million
Student and Exchange Visitor
Information System, or SEVIS,
have also left schools unable to
print documents international
students and visiting scholars
need to obtain visas, delaying
their entry into the country.
Remarkably,
universities
trying to print documents for
their visiting scholars through
the SEVIS program operated by
the
U.S.
Department
of
Homeland Security have had
those papers appear on printers
at other campuses thousands of
miles away.
Flaws in the federal government's ability to track the
approximately 500,000 foreign
students who come to the
United States each year to
attend school surfaced after two
terrorists involved in the Sept.
II, 200 I, attacks received
approval for student visas six
months later.
As part of a congressionally
mandated system to track international students, SEVIS was
rolled out in January, with
schools required to use the systern exclusively by Feb. 15. _
SEVIS, developed for the
government by Electronic Data
Systems Corp., for the first time
will link schools that admit foreign students with federal agencies, It will provide an instantaneous exchange of information.
SEVIS is designed to replace
a tracking system riddled with
errors and fraud. The U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization
Service had conceded that it
had all but stopped monitoring
more than 70,000 schools and
institutions
empowered
to
admit foreign students.
Chris Bentley, a spokesman
for the Bureau of Immigration
and Customs
Enforcement,
which replaced INS and oversees SEVIS, acknowledged that
the computer network "is not a
perfect system."
Bentley said the agency .
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Name: Lance Cpl. Jeremy Janssen
Age: 20
Hometown: Dwight, Ill.
Service: Marines
Role: Combat engineer

decided to roll out SEVIS during the relatively quiet spring
semester so glitches could be
identified. He said officials
remained
"fully
confident"
SEVIS would be ready for fall
semester, when the bulk of new
international
students
need
records processed.
University officials say that
in the month since it has been
compulsory to use SEVIS to
track international
students,
staff members
have spent
untold hours trying to resolve
data-entry problems.
"I think the system is just
overwhelmed,"
said
Ravi
Shankar, director ofthe international office at Northwestern .
University. "We just hope they
do something about it."
. The officials also fear it's
only going to get worse in coming months, when hundreds of
thousand of students seek entry
to study in the United States
and a similar number of graduates seek to stay for postgraduate studies or training.
University
officials
say
much of their frustration stems
from the lack of flexibility in
the SEVIS system.
In
the
case
of
the
Southeastern University student, university officials say the
matter could have been avoided
if SEVIS had allowed the university to fix the student's
record.
Southeastern's
Jarvis said
the school noticed in December
that the student's record erroneously
showed
she" had
dropped out. But Jarvis, who
declined to identify the student,
said the school's attempts to
correct
that
record
were
blocked.
Jarvis .said that at 8 am.
March
12, federal
agents
appeared at the young woman's
house and during their interview leamed that she was working part time at a restaurant.
Although education officials
say that employment outside a
university without permission is
a potential violation of a student's visa, they say it's unlikeIy it would lead to an arrest.
Jarvis said the student was
led away in handcuffs. She has
since been released.
"You can't fight terrorism
by terrorizing the students,"
. Jarvis said.
"

Women graduates paid less than male counterparts
By Linda Cook
The Arbiter ------The American Association of
University Women will release a
report at the end of March that
contends the average woman
makes $.74 for every dollar the
average man makes and that the
difference is caused by discrimination. Other researchers dispute
this and say that the difference is
likely to be the result of personal
choices.
Ashley Carr, a spokesperson
for the AAUW, said the organization's study Women at Work
shows that personal choices are
not as much of a factor as
discrimination.
"Wage inequities are not a
result of women's qualifications
or choices. Wage discrimination
persists
despite
women's
Increased educational attainment,
greater levels of experience in the
workforce
and
decreased
amounts of time spent out-of the
workforce raising children," Carr
said, citing the report.
Carr said that the AAUW
report shows the financial consequences of the wage gap, including an average armual loss of
$4,000 for each working family.
She went on to say that the gap
also lowers the amount a woman
can expect to receive from Social
Security and pension plans.
Ron Bird, Chief Economist of
the
Employment
Policy
Foundation,
a
non-partisan
research group, believes that the
comparison of the "average man"
to the "average woman" is not
meaningful.
"There are a lot of differences
between those aggregate groups
that contribute to differences in
earnings," Bird said. "
.
Bird said the difference in
earnings can be attributed to
hours worked,." whether people.
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MALE DEGREES VS. FEMALE DEGREES
Women make up 55 percent of BSU's nearly 18,000 students.
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Entry-Level Salary
Elementary school teacher in Idaho:
$37,671
Electrical engineer in Idaho:
$46,704
.

. Regular Salary
Of the n people who have received
bachelor's degrees from BSU in
electrical engIneering in the past 3 years

Of the 314 people who have reCeived
bachelor's degrees from BSU In
elemenlary education in the past 3 years
• The AAUWreport MOWS the f1lU1lnctel
consequences ollhe wage g....
Including an ave .. ge annual loss 01
$4,000 lor each wortdnglarnlly.

• The gap also Iowa.. the amounllhel
a womrm cen expecllo recalve from
Social Security and pension plan

Elementary school teacher in Idaho:
$43,699
Electrical engineer in Idaho: .
$7~,868
• These rales renecl the pe, In other
nalds, with anglneerlng; science and
lechnology Jobs ava .. glng much higher
pe, Ihan t.achlng and social work.
stallstJcs from IOL research and Ihe AAWI report

worked full time or part time, the
age structures of the two populations and time spent out of the
work force, which results in less
work experience.
"When you try to control for
all of those differences and look
at a group of men and ~ group ~f
women who' are essentially S!ID1lar in both termS of education,
age, marital status and having had
children status, the gender pay
difference disappears," Bird said;
According to Bird, the EPF
has conducted its own studies of
the"earnings differential.
"We looked last year at a representative 'sample of women and
men who were never married and

had no children with a similar $37,671, while an experienced
teacher averages
edueation and in similar age. elementary
$43,699. An entry-level electrical
cohorts and women actually
made slightly more than men engineer in Idaho averages
$46,704, and an experienced
did," Bird said;
As an example of how electrical engineer in Idaho averages $79,868. These rates reflect
personal choices may affect one's
earnings, Bird said women are the pay" in oilier fields, with
engineering,
science
and
more "likely to" become public
school teachers. Teachers are technology jobs averaging much
typically paid less than people higher pay than teaching and
social work.'
_
.
with a similar level of education.
Steve Schmidt, of the" Boise
This is home out by statistics
University Office of"
provided by Cathy Boumer, "State
Research Analyst at" the Idaho Institutional Research; provided "
Department of Labor. According. information on the number of
men and women gradwiting in
to IDLresearch;
the average
entry-level salary for an elemen- each program at Boise State
tary sphooI teacher in Idaho is University. Male students at BSU "
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are clustered in degree programs

women are under-represented in
some
high-paying
technical
fields, but also said that men are
paid more for the same level of
job.
.
Bird said women have been
increasing their eamings potential
in the last 20 years by increasing
their total experience relative to
" age and by graduating at a higher
rate than men.
"Women are toward a majori· ty or already are in the majority in
some of the highest paying type
occupations . management,
management-related
and
professional
occupations
for
example," Bird said.
Bird believes the earriings difference between men and women
will be smaller in' the future
because
woinen
under
45
typically have more education
then men of the same age.
"We might well see journalists
some years from now writing fcature articles wondering 'why are
men systematically paid less than
women?''' Bird said..
He also said that other choices
may effect an individual's
· earnings is timing. Women do notpursue post-graduate degrees at
the same rate men do and tend to
do so later. This means that the
woman may have Jewer years- to
C2Il1 the higher pay that such a
degree might bring -.Bird said this
may be a decision made within
families, with a husband going to
graduate school first and the wife

of high-paying fields and female
students" in the degree programs
of lower-paying fields.
Of the 314 people who have
received bachelor's degrees from
BSU in elementary education in later,
•
the past three years, 273 of them
At BSU,62 percent of the
or 87 percent were women. Of the advanced degrees awarded in the
77 people who have received
past three years went to women, .
bachelor's degrees in electrical but still tended to be in fields
engineering from BSU in the past where pay is not as high. .
three years, 65 of them or 84
Because' "overall "family
percent ate men.
· income may be" bighetin1hose"
Mark Wheeler, Dean" of circumstances,
"One bas ·to
Enrollment Services, said that v.:orider if tbatttulyrepresentsll.
Women make up 55 percent of disadvantage to tltewoman as an', "
BSU's.nearlyJ8,OOOstude[lts.
individual,~' Bird said. ,.> . "
Carr
acknowledged
that

.
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.. students had increased from 8 to
14 percent
.But the admissions system,
Lee Bollinger was eating a which used grids that appeared to
salad .in his office, but his give minorities preference, had
thoughts were far from the lettuce been attacked for discriminating
and tomatoes when his top against white students.
Bollinger, former dean of the
spokesman walked in.
ltwas the spring of 1997 and ,lJ-M Law School, knew the uniBollinger, who had been the versity was likely to be sued as
University of Michigan's presi- part of the nationwide attack on
dent for only a few months, asked affirmative action in admissions.
Walt. Harrison what he thought In 1996, the U.S. 5th Circuit
about using race in the admissions Court of Appeals in New Orleans
had struck down the use of race in
process.
"I remember him saying he admissions at the University of
felt strongly about the need for a Texas .School of Law, and
diverse campus but that this was a California voters had approved
complex area of the law, and we Proposition 200, banning the use
must think about this," said of race in admissions at 'public
Harrison, former vice president of universities.
One ofU-M's own professors,
university relations. "It was clear
Carl Cohen, had gone public with
.he was rethinking our strategy."
data that'
In 1987, Harrison had helped U-M admissions
write the Michigan Mandate, a appeared to show preferences for
strategic plan conceived by then- minorities. Four Michigan legisU-M President James Duderstadt lators were criticizing the policies
to increase minority enrollment. and seeking plaintiffs to sue U-M.
Hoping to fend off a lawsuit,
By 1997, enrollment of black,
Hispanic and American Indian Bollinger threw out the grid sysBy Maryanne George
Knight Ridder Newspapers
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Washington . Post and local
tern in favor ofa ISD-pomt index.:'foiee •. :,<i .C"~,,,: .', './
.
that awarded minority students an:.: ':'. GM.·thefust"~tion
to papers.
They marshaled the support of
extra 20 points. He said hc";"back U-M, hi8JilightedtfuU former President Gerald Ford, a
thought the policy could with-.,',' when It filed a legal brief S\ippOrtU-M alum and football player,
stand a legal challenge.'
jog the s<:ltqol'spolicies. '. ,
"Creating the selection index."
Hackett approached Smith at a who wrote an op-ed piece for the
Times in August 1999. ,
was my call," BoIlinger, now 'busmess'.(linne(to(liscuss:,the
Ford's article helped tum the
president ofCol':ffilbia University ... case; Smi~talk.~.ab?uttheneed
111 New York, said recently.
for top universltieslike U·M to public relations tide for U-M.
"I did it because I felt so
"I wanted to make sure our . provide busiriesses with a diverse
strongly about the issue," Ford
policies were completely consis-:: pool of recruits. Hackett agreed.
tent with the Constitution."
"Jack 00.' Smith ...•
gave .me ,the recently told the Detroit Free
Jack Smith made a bold move courage to raise .my hand," Press.
Bollinger said Ford, a longin July 2000, throwing the weight Hackett said.
.
of General Motors Corp., the
Steelcase's general counsel, time congressman from Grand
world's
largest corporation,
Jon Botsford, approached other . Rapids, helped show support for
behind U-M in its legal battle:
corporations. Twenty signed on to U-M's policies in mainstream
U-Malum Jim Hackett, presiwhat came to be known as the .America.
The
battle
propelled
dent of office furniture giant Fortune 500 brief. By the time the
Steelcase Inc. in Grand Rapids, cases reached the Supreme Court, Bollinger's career. He became a
wanted the counsel of GM chair- nearly 70 corporations, including finalist for the presidency of
man Smith as he pondered a sim- Microsoft,. DaimlerChrysler and Harvard University in 2001 and
later that year was named presiilar move. He wanted to help . Boeing, were on board.
Bollinger, but he needed sure
Bollinger :and his team also dent of Columbia.
By the time the Supreme
footing.
mounted a media campaign.
Bollinger and his team had
They made the rounds of edi- Court hears the cases Tuesday, Ulobbied both corporations to join torial boards and wrote op-ed M will have spent more than $9
the cause, arguing that big com- pieces for the New York Times, million (covered by insurance),
panies that do business world- Wall Street Journal, Boston employed more than a dozen
wide benefit from a div.ersework- Globe, Los Angeles Times,
See Michigan page 3

SOME OF THE
PLACES WE FLY

Albuquerque
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)

Austin

BaltimorelWashington (BWI)
(29 miles to downtown Washington, D.C.)

Chicago (Midway)

. Ft. Lauderdale
(22 miles to downtown Miami)

Harlingen/South Padre Island

Las Vegas

Los Angeles (LAX)

New Orleans

Oakland
(18 miles to downtown San Francisco)

Phoenix

Providence
(A better way to Boston)

Reno/Tahoe

Salt fake City

Each way with 14-day advance roundtrip purchase.
Travel Tuesday, Wednesday, or Saturday.

San Diego

Fares will be up to $40 more each way when'
you travel Sunday, Monday, Thursday, or Friday.

Seattle/Tacoma

Fares do not Include a federal excise tax of $3 per takeoff and landing.
. Warma getaway? Now you can. Fly Southwest
Airlines for just $39 - $99 each way with
roundtrip purchase. Be sure to purchase your
titket at least 14 days in advance, within one
day of making reservations, and by April 7,2003.

Seats are limited and won't be available on
some flights that operate during very busy travel
times and holiday periods. For reservations,
call your travel agent or Southwest Airlines
or log on for low faressM at southwest.com!

Tampa Bay

West Palm Beach
Service may not be ~'1e!lable
from all cities. Offer applies to
.. published, scheduled service only.

S,OUTHWEST'·

, filll!S do not. include airport· messed passenger facirlty charges (Pft) of up to $18, and a federal'September 11th 5ecurIty fee of up to $lO rClundtripper person wID Ilecharged. Vlu plans musHnclllde a staYover of aHeaUone r1Jght. TIckets ale nonrefundable but
.~
Ill" tiQels ~
lhloU9h cur ~ TICkets Program) may ~ appIled toward fulure ~Soulhwest
Airlines. fares are subject to c/laIlge unbl tidleted. Arrt chanQeln itinerary may result In an Increase in fara ~rvke to and from prange ~u~ty •
.~ Houston Inlercontlll;nlal airports notlllcluded. Holiday periods IIlciude Easter, Memonal Day, July Fourth, an~ Labor Day. Does not include travel. to or from florida markets from April 7 throuQh April 13, ~
02002, 2003 Southwest Airlines Co. .
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REe climbing wall

to open in August
By Crystal Thomas
Special to The Arbiter --Boise State University's
state-of-the-art REC Center is
adding an indoor rock-climbing wall, scheduled to open in
mid-August.
The wall's completion date
was delayed because of the
complex design it entails. With
a total surface area of 37 feet
the structure is one of the
largest college climbing walls
in the nation.
Rather than choosing an
expensive and more popular
fiberglass material, the contractor opted for a substance
made
of cement,
mostly
because it provides a. better
surface to climb on. Geoff
Harrison, assistant director for
. the Outdoor Program, said the
substance lends to the structure's versatility.
"This material allows us to
change the look whenever we
want," he said.
"Fiberglass is more difficult
to climb on. With this we can
rearrange the pattern of the
wall and make it a different
experience
for the climber
when they come back."
The design makes it more
professional and 'rock-like in
appearance compared to the
existing climbing wall located
in the Kinesiology Bldg. The
structure is so detailed that
university construction had a

Michiganji'011l

difficult
time
finding
a
contractor.
Larry Blake, director of
Facilities Planning, is involved
with planning the construction
of the wall and says the wall's
updated look is a result of a
complete revision of the old
design. The contractor, Cort
Gariepy, who built over 50
walls in the nation and owns
some of his own at home in
Connecticut,
specializes
in
rock climbing wall construction.
Blake said the expected outcome of the REC Center's wall
is a pleasing one. "It looks like
an exciting design. I think it is
everything
that Geoff was
wanting," Blake said.
To add to the wall's versatility, the REC Center will
offer three types of climbing,
including top roping, lead roping and bouldering (where no
ropes are used). Staff will
supervise the rock gym at all
times so that individuals can
use it any time the REC Center
is open.
Along with expanded hours,
the REC Center is also offering more climbing classes than
the existing ones once the
climbing wall is completed in
the fall. Currently a free Belay
Clinic, which instructs individuals how to climb, is offered
every Thursday at 7 p.m. for
BSU students, faculty and the
public to enjoy.
.
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lawyers from three firms and
gained the support of300 organizations that have filed a recordbreaking 109 briefs of support
with the court. One brief is from
28 former military and civilian
leaders including former General
Norman Schwarzkopf.
"There is no alternative to limited, race-conscious programs to
increase the pool of qualified
minority officer candidates and
establish diverse educational settings for white officers," they
argued.
On the legal front, U-M decided to build a factual case about
the importance of diversity in
education,
something
the
University of Texas had not done

in the Hopwood case. Fonner UM Provost Nancy Cantor recruited a team of social scientists to
prove that diversity improves
education for all students and that
successful affirmative-action programs had helped to build a black
middle class.
Derek Bok and William
Bowen, former presidents of
Harvard and Princeton universities, respectively,
examined
minority students' grades, test
scores and graduation rates at UM and other elite universities and
concluded
that
minorities
achieved notable success in their
professional careers. They also
concluded that white students'
chances for admission improved
only I 11.2 percent ina race-blind
adniissions system.

Photo illustration by Tad Harmon, Tha Arbiter

Stress is prevalent in academic settings
By Theresa Jenkins
Special to The Arbiter --The stress of acad~mia is a
powerful
force,
especially
during midterms.
Stress is a condition that
develops
when a person's
resources or ability to cope are
exceeded
by overwhelming
situations.
"Academic work loads, taking care of families and working
contribute to students' stress
levels," Georgia Girvin said,
who teaches stress management
, classes at Boise State.
Stress can be caused by
physical
or
physiological
sources such as such as surgery,
pain or overexertion.
When a person begins to
experience stress, the autonomic nervous system activates a
fight-or-flight
response. In a
fight-or-flight
response,
the
sympathetic
nervous system
releases epinephrine (adrenaline) from the adrenal medulla.
The release of adrenalin diverts
'blood away from the digestive
tract and kidney's to muscle and
heart tissue. The parasympa-
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occur.
A weakened immune system
may manifest, and lead to a
susceptibility to contract illness
and develop diseases.
"In a frantic society students
try to do everything at once,
jobs, school, family; cut back on
expectations,
the number of
classes and work time, and set
yourself up for success," Girvin
said.
Stress doesn't always come
from negative forces.
"Positive things in life can
also cause stress, so learning to
think about stress not in a negative way helps a person assess
how much stress they may be
under. Stress can be positive,
too," Karla West said, a counselor at Boise State Counseling
Services.
Openly
communicating
problems and anxieties helps
reduce stress.
"Stress management reverts
back to a healthy life style and
balance socially, physieally,
intellectually, spiritually. The
environment around you, having a support system and talking
through your feelings, is an

important thing also," Girvin
said.
Girvin said stress could be
controlled
with "relaxation,
exercise,
time management,
eating nutritiously,
sleeping
well, and ask for help-when you
need it."
Boise State has abundant
services to help students deal
with the stress of academia.
"Students know where they
can go to find resources and
people to talk to, to point them
in the right. direction," West
said.
Boise
State
Counseling
Services offers classes through
the paraprofessional
program
and counselors are always available. Students' can also access
Boise State's Health Center
Web site for more information
about stress and stress relief.
West said there is hope for
stressed-out
students,
who
might lind that stress disappears
once
their
iife
situation
improves, or once they learn
how to modify their behavior
and perception about stressful
situations.
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thetic nervous system is activated and releases norepinephrine
(noradrenalin) and cortisol from
the adrenal cortex.
Cortisol, a type of steroid
which enhances metabolism by
breaking down fats and proteins
that work to increase the
concentration of glucose in the
blood stream and supply the
body with energy. The two
systems act together to release
hormones into the blood stream
during a stress response to
increase or decrease organ and
body function.
There
arc
social
and
emotional stresses such as birth,
death, being fired from a job or
tests that contribute to a person
feeling like their resources arc
taxed, or their life is out of control. Prolonged stress may result
in difficulty managing a busy
school schedule and concentrating on schoolwork. Anxiety,
panic and depression can occur.
Physical. stress symptoms
such as stomach problems,
migraines, high blood pressure,
respiratory difficulty, muscle
aches, gastrointestinal problems
and difficulty sleeping may
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Boise

State
University
Week is one of
~e most exciting and important
~eeks at the university. Flag
Football (Toilet Bowl), decorating contests, pep rallies, danees,
parades, chili feeds and a host of
other fun festivities celebrate
pride and spirit.
Each
year
Homecoming
week is organized by a group of
determined students, led by a
student coordinator. However,
efforts to recruit students for
Homecoming 2003 have failed.
Will 2003 be without a Boise
State University Homecoming
Week?
. Homecoming 2002, coordinated by Cassie Clancy, marketing major, adorned the campus
in blue and orange crepe paper
and announced "Boise State
Pride World Wide!"
Homecoming 2001 screamed
"Loud and Proud!" thanks to
alum education major Tiffany
Taylor, 2000's "Let the Games
Begin" theme was implemented
by alum Sid Anderson. 1999
musician Boz Bell led the
Homecoming charge with "Que
Siga la Tradicion," and prior to
that Boise State University
graphic designer Jennie Myers

Homecoming

our

I

Monda ,March 31, 2003

was the Homecoming 'co~or~di~'
n~a~~b~IO~O~d~fi~O~r?~.
"~I~s~h~e~a~c~tu~a~llY~C~Om~-

tor during the "Era of the
Bronco." .
A long lI~e of student leaders
have coordinated the week of
school pnd~ and now ,,:,e.tum to
you to .ask Ify~u are Willing too
fill their s.hoe~.
.
. Coordinating
Home.cor~lln.g
IS more ~an event planning; this
leadership development op~ortumty, ,meludes .. networking,
fundraising, recruiting and tak1I1gpride 111 th~ scho?\. A small
service award IS provided,
If you ca~e to college for
more than a diploma, you sho~tld
apply.
for
Homecoming
Co~rd1l1ator. Applications are
available
at
the
~tudent
Involveme~t
~enter
111 the
.Student Umon and .are due .by
March 31. For more information
call
426-1.223
or
email
ahaynes@bOlsestate.edu.
Autumn Haynes
Student
Activities
Coordinator

Program

Jerel Thomas doth protest
too much
Is Jerel Thomas for real
(March 6 Guest Opinion)? He
writes: "If a country cannot spill
blood for oil, what can it shed

We encourage readers to respond in letters for publication. Letters must.be 300 words or fewer. Please
include your name, daYtiIne telephone number, major
.field of study and year in school. Please direct all let.J~ to editor@ar\)iteronline,c~lP.,l.et~tsaresubject
to
ed1ting''!'he Arbiter~~otverify.
the.accuracyo(
stateDlents made in letters to tlleeditor; Cohunmsts'
views do not neCessarilY represent those of the
Arbiter editorial board and·sta.ff,'
.

•

paring lack of oil to real horrors
like death camps .or ethnic
cleansing, to name a few? (See,
Jerel, when you pose a rhetorical
question intending answers to be
scarce in order to promote your
argument, you don't want the
question to have answers so profound that it instead promotes
your antithesis.)
Methinks Jerel doth protest
too much! He's not the pro-war
poster boy, but a double agent
for
the
anti-war
faction.
Otherwise, why would such an
ineffective argument appear in a
paper representing an institution
of higher learning? Combined
with weak analogies,
faulty
transitions, meandering structure and grammatical errors, this
produces one of the worst pieces
of editorial writing I've encountered, whether I agree with
"Jerel" or not. What a brilliant
attempt to undermine the very
argument "Jerel" proposes.
But come on; even a fourth
grader wouldn't compare a bully
punch to the gruesome realities
of war. Even if you're only
referring to American casualties
("Jerel" is unconcerned with the
weaker kids on the playground),
I can't believe that "Jerel" hasn't been horrified by those alone
as depicted in a war movie or
two. So the ruse didn't work.
It's just way too obvious.
Next time, don't "dumb
down" your editorial so much,
and maybe we'll believe that
such simple-minded
thinking
actually exists at universities,
institutions
which teach us
empathy for other cultures, that
the playground was child's play,
not world politics, and that nothing is as black and white as
"Jerel" sees things. Put "Jerel"
back in grade school and make
arguments with the tools we're
supposedly learning at college
instead of the sucker punching
you, like "Jerel," arc trying to
sideswipe us with.

By Jared Kenning
The Arbiter ----I'm responding
to Bob
Mclriarmid's March 17 editorial 'Homosexuality Is Not A
Moral Issue.' First, thank you
for your response to my editorial on homosexuality.
It's
nice to have an insider's view.
Though my article didn't
address the morality of homosexuality, the suggestion I
made that it could be immoral
obviously angered some people. I simply tried to expose
the myth that homosexuals arc
"born that way," and point out
some of the consequences of
that view (i.e. gays who don't
want to be gay are denied the
choice to change). I also tried
to remove a fallacy that prevents people from having any
debate about the moral issues
of homosexuality. Perhaps I
should address some of the
moral issues.
Mr.
McDiarmid
says,
"There are no moral issues
surrounding
homosexuality
and please get with the 2 Ist
century." I am aware that I
live in the :2 Ist century, but
refuse to accept every social
whim of our times simply
because it's the 21st century.
I need more. And I disagree that no moral issues surround
homosexuality;
all
behaviors carry moral issues
(even
heterosexuality)
because our actions ultimately
affect others.
What, then, arc some of the
moral
issues
surrouilding

Kathleen Day
English major
University ofArkansas

homosexuality? If morality is
so linked to happiness, as Mr.
McDiannid suggests, then I
argue that a lot of homosexuals arc not happy being gay.
Homosexuals are more apt to
suffer from psychological disorders such as depression and
anxiety, They have a higher
suicide rate. They have a significantly
decreased
life
expectancy.
_ AIDS is much more prevalent in homosexuals.
Male
homosexuals often have multiple bowel related diseases,
frequent cases of rectal cancer, and other diseases related
to feces getting into the bloodstream. Many homosexuals
have histories of bad relationships with their mothers or
fathers - the overly protective
or abusive mother, the distant
and detached
or abusive
father. (I don't want to suggest that bad parent relations
arc something inherent within
homosexuality,
but
that
homosexuality can often stem
from. something destructive
like
abusive
parents).
Homosexuality - especially
male homosexuality - is often
associated with considerable
dangers lind risks. So.. is
homosexuality
desirable? I
can understand why many
gays would be happier as exgay. and I think they should
have the right to pursue. this
happiness.
Another issue causing concern in conservative circles is
the promiscuity in homosexuality. Homosexuals - especially male - are far more
likely to have multiple panncrs, A homosexual
couple
that wrote The Male Couple
carefully studied a group of
homosexual
male couples.
and found that out of a 156
only seven couples had maintained sexual fidelity. Of the
couples that stayed together
for more than five years, none
had stayed sexually loyal. The
authors
concluded
"The
expeetation for outside sexual

activity was the rule for male
couples and the exception for
heterosexuals," As one doctor
commented, since when has
infidelity been assoeiated with
maturity? Sexual promiscuity,
because of its link to STDs
and hurtful, "user" type relationships, concerns many people.
There are other moral
issues - whether or not to
teach children in schools that
homosexuality is a safe, natural option to heterosexuality,
whether adoption should be
allowed
for gay couples,
whether research grants on
homosexuality should only be
awarded to those that are progay, and more - but I don't
have the space to expand.
I think it would be healthy
for people on both sides to
engage in a dialogue of these
issues, not just sweep it aside
as "Victorian"
foolishness.
Must friendships be so fragile
that disagreement breaks them
apart? I hope not. Contrary to
Mr. McDiarmid's assumption,
I do have some gay friends,
and they don't agree with
some of the things I do and
visa versa. I think that often
times the differences between
people in a relationship sharpen and challenge those people
in good ways.
I am not trying to "convert" all gays; I think that
those who wish to be gay
should have the right to be
gay. I do, however, understand why some gays would
be happier if they were not
gay. Iwant to encourage those
people that they do have an
option; there is something
they can do about it, and there
are
organizations
like
Bellwether Ministries (Boise)
and Exodus International that
provide resources to help.
Editor '.I' note:
Arbiter
eolulIlnists'
opinions don't
reflect those o{ The Arbiter
editorial board.
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Casualties. of war
Americans back home see an
endpoint to this war, they're
likely to accept casualties as a
necessary cost of getting there.
The last three days of action
If Americans
don't
sense
in
Iraq
have
confronted
progress, they'll begin asking
Americans with disturbing news
whether
the casualties
are
stories and television images.
symptoms of a Vietnam-like
Depictions of dead U.S. military
quagmire. "That's an experipersonnel,
footage of their
ence Americans know," he says,
frightened
colleagues
being
"so some will retreat to it."
interviewed by Iraqi captors,
For now we're all left to
and scenes of two flyers' helwonder how much the swift and
mets beside a downed Apache
helicopter are, first and fore- surgical nature of this attack has
heightened the likelihood of
most, anguishing for the famiBritish and American casualties ..
lies of the Americans killed,
As the ground assault approachseized or missing.
For the rest of us they arc es Baghdad, U.S. and British
gut-wrenching
reminders that troops arc pressing ahead as fast
as possible, leaving some towns
warfare writes its own scripts.
unoccupied
and some Iraqi
. The TV talking heads who have
hinted at the likely brevity of forces in their wake. The lack of
a precisely defined front and the
this conflict may have misled
desire to befriend Iraqi civilians
some Americans into thinking
exposes troops to risks such as
that a tidy week or two is just
Sunday's ambush of a maintethe right length for a modem
nance convoy, as well as the
war against an inferior military
fake surrender by Iraqi fighters
foe.
who waved white flags, then
This war may yet be brief.
But already it is costly. And the opened fire on Americans.
Similarly, the desire to minirising casualty count has whipmize damage to civilians in
sawed many people's emotions.
Part of what's weighing on Baghdad has kept aerial bombardment from striking some
many Americans is the immediacy of these news reports in key targets, such as the Itaqi
Ministry of Defense. Aerial
moments of success and failure
photography of bombed buildalike. At the Battle of the Bulge,
ings has shown the pinpoint
the largest land battle of World
nature of the attacks, with relaWar II, the number of dead,
tively little collateral destrucinjured and missing soldiers
from the U.S., British and tion. War planners clearly hope
to keep things that way.
German
armies
approached
The concept of defeating a
200,000. The Battle of the
regime
without
Sommc, during World War I, nation's
destroying its basic infrastrucproduced more than I million
casualties. But because of the ture or wiping out its military
vastness of the losses and the every step of the way is a relaunavailability of television cov- . tively humanitarian goal. But
that goal may exact a price in
cragc, only in their hometowns
casualty counts. The best way to
did individual victims become
diminish the cost to British and
major news.
U.S. fighters mirrors the best
In Iraq, as Northwestern
way to diminish the cost to the
University historian Michael
people
of
Sherry puts it, "The focus is on long-beleaguered.
individual identities. We sec the Iraq: a war fought as quickly
killed or captured soldiers, the and aggressively as possible to
topple the Iraqi regime.
interview with the best buddy
There is no doubt that closfrom the unit, the faces of the
ing this fast on Baghdad expos- .
parents back horne. The process
cs those fighters to risks that
is intensely personalized, which
strengthens the sense of loss of come from over their shoulders.
Hussein's
each American. The scale of, But as Saddarn
regime eventually subsides, so
say, World War II didn't permit
should the toll of the killed, capthat kind of focus."
tured and missing.
Sherry says media-driven
Until that occurs, Americans
attempts to handicap whether
back home can expect more
this
footage
will
leave
losses on the battlefield, and
Americans more, or less, supmore news reports as troubling
portive of the war arc folly.
What matters is context. If as those or Jast weekend.
Chicago Tribune
Editorial from March 25 --
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Matt Peterson ASBSU President
Pam MaGee ASBSU Vice President
Vote S.M.A.R. T. on April 9 & 1Ofor Students Mandating Accountability, Reliability, and Trust
We arc advocates for students and
their concerns, and through our leadership in the ASBSU Senate, we have
demonstrated this importance in recent
years.
With the new university president
joining Boise State next year, students
need leaders that will work with the new
administration and make sure their voices
arc heard.
We have worked with the Idaho State
legislature to try and overcome the
unfairness of funding to Boise State. We
will continue to work hard to gain equity
funding.
Boise State needs' to let all students
decide on major issues that involve them.
We would promote the usc of the initiative process so that students would vote
on "hot topics." There have been' a lot of
complaints about student leadership not
doing their jobs or not representing the
students' interests. The initiative process
would put more power into the students'
hands.
For example, there was a lot of controversy over the dismount zone, an initiative would have let students vote on

whether they wanted it or not and better
feedback would have made it back to the
decision makers.
Students at the Canyon County campus need to be able to voice their concerns. Through legislation we have set up
"Canyon County Day," a day the ASBSU
senate meets with students at the Canyon
County cainpus. We would set up committees that would meet there once a
month .and discuss students' concerns.
Just like students on the Boise campus,
these students pay money towards
ASBSU every semester, yet they don't
receive the same benefits.
The same is for students at Gowen
Field. Their resources arc limited, and
they need to have more upper-division
classes. Our administration would see
that there would be equitable classes for
both Gowen Field and Canyon County.
Students that can only take classes at
night arc not able to take as many upperdivision classes. We want to sec more
upper-division classes being. taught at
night so that those students can get an
equal education.
Student Involvement is a big part of

gaining a well-rounded, quality education. Students arc able to sit on committees and their votes do count (i.e, parking
and transportation). We want to make
sure that every student knows about these
committees and knows how to join.
Communication,
collaboration
and
community are three words that sum up
the things we value most about Boise
State and areas that need improvement.
We believe that there has been a breakdown in the communication between student organizations leading to lost opportunities for collaboration, and ultimately
a smaller and more fragmented Boise
State community.
We believe that ASBSU must take a
more active role in its representation;
increasing the communicalion between
the representatives and represented.
We would like to see an increase in the
level of communication between the student body, student groups on campus and
ASBSU.
.
We value your comments about your
issues and concerns about Boise State.
Please go to 'our website at www.votesmart.net.
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student
. seating
to
be seats in the sections behind the
floor seats," Benson said.
r-,
student allotment, Boise State
rearranged,
providing
more
baskets.
Students pay lower athletic
struggles to fill one of the
seats for students closer to the
ASBSU
public
relations
fees' at Boise State than stufinest basketball arenas in the _~o,urt' The plan docs not
director Andy Benson said the
dents at neighboring Idaho and

I:

______

Idaho

State.

This

plan

will

allow the Athletic Department
to maintain those lower fees by
allowing them to sell immediately desirable tickets in the
current,
relatively
unused
sections.
Benson
said this
proposal could be beneficial
both now and in the future.
"This
will
allow
the
Athletic Department
to sell
more tickets to the general
public, hopefully reducing any
need for future student fee
increases," Benson said.
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competition.
. Boise
State coach
Sam
Sandmire was named the conference honor of2003 Coach of the
Year.
Chambers also won the bars
crown with a 9.9. Bronco fn;shman Kea Cuaresma won the
vault championship with a 9.975
and also tied for first on the floor
with a 9.9.
This is the second year for the
Western
Gymnastics
Conference, which has three of
the same schools (BSU, CSUF
and USU) as were in the now
defunct Big West Conference.
The Broncos won the 1997,
1999 and 2000 Big West
Confercnce Championships.
The score ups the Broncos'
NCAA
Regional
qualifying
mark to a 195.285 - and should
secure their team spot in the
NCAA
West
Region
Championship.
The Broncos
will receive notification of their
official invitational to regionals
later today.
, "Thc Coach of thc Year
Award is really a three way tic
because I have to share. it with
my assistant
coaches
Bill
Steinbach and Tina Bird." Sam
Sandmire said of the award winning evening for the Broncos.

By Dale Hofm'an~~ '.::,
'~4 points and 15 rebounds;
Milwaukee Journal $entinel .......'"while limiting Marquis Estill to
:i'n ,:/'!"";;'C\,: '~;""" to of the one and six of the
other.
. ....'>
By .oontrolling the lane, he
forced Kentucky outside, where
its ordinary, and he formally
introduced himself to his opposite mimber. Earlier.in the week,
Estill said he had no memory of
Jackson'when he was a conference rival at Mississippi State.
"I'm quite sure he knows me
now," Jackson said.
,',
,
Estill and most of th.~;t~lks at
home. These pla'yersc~
never
be strangers agam·-"Dotto
the
thousands who crossed'the state
line to watch them, or to the tens
of thousands who didn't but
y~ars from now will claim they
did.
.
They'll say they saw Steve
Novak . bury 'five threes, and
Travis Diener shred the vaunted
Kentucky press, and Tom Crean
clear the bench with almost 2
minutes to play. He cleared the
bench. Agamst Kentucky. In the
regional final.
.
Not even the '77 team that
won the championship could
risk that, or the '74 club that
played for it. This one actually
had a better regular-season
record than either of those, but
there's no question which of the
three came as the biggest surprise.
"We never got caught up in
what people thought we could or
couldn't do," said Crean. "I
know it sounds kind of boring,
but that's our team. That's the
way we arc."
The way they arc is playing
just fine in Wisconsin. Not better than ever, but just ll$' good.
There's no telling how long it
will stay, but right now it's fair
to say Marquette basketball is
back. '
"Yeah, I think· so," said
Diener. "It's been so long since
1977. All those fans in the
stands, especially the older peopic, I know some of them were
m tears. This is the joy we carr
bring them.
"It's just an honor to put on
this uniform and play for this
team."
There arc dozens of former
players who know the feeling.
And it just got easier to
remember them,

UNIVERSITY

Career Center Services
Career, Internship
& Part-time,
Summer,
& Temporary
Employment
Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search
Assistance
http://career.boisestate.edu
426-1747
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
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Women's tennis squad
returns home aner
successful road trip

Photo courtesy

Kentucky's Chuck Hayes has his shot deflected at the basket by Marquette's
Dwayne Wade in the NCAA Midwest Regional championship game on Saturday
the Metrodome in Minneapolis, Minn.
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was there for the taking. He had Gonzaga?
the local tics.
Bennett and his son don't
But Bennett
represented
know the state. They are, howsomething entirely different.
ever, far better recruiters than
Quite simply, the Cougars
most arc giving them crcdit for.
have never hired such a successIn hiring Bennett,
Sterk
ful, proven coach. They'd never
wanted "instant
credibility"
had the chance to.
with the state's coaches. He
Because
Bennett
quit
wants doors ope.ned that have
Wisconsin after three games
been closed.
into the 2001 season, he was
Bennett'
is
wonderfully
available and eventually willing.
straightforward.
He admitted
"The timing," he Said yesteryesterday
he knew nothing
day, "was perfect."
about basketball'irr the state, and
His record is gaudy. At wasn't in a hurry to recruit
Wisconsin, he was 93-69. In 15 replacements,
for what Paul
seasons as a Division I coach,
Graham left him.
his teams were 280-178. Over'
"The first year goes to those
that same period of time, WSU
who arc here," he said. "I've
was 205-238.
• found in the past that it is better
He is the only coach to have
not to rush in and offer scholartaken Wisconsin to three NCAA
shipsuptil you are sure."
tournaments. In five years, he
Bennett's rebuilding record
beat ranked opponents 24 times.
at Wisconsin-Stevens
Point,
WSU hasn't beaten a ranked
Green Bay and Wisconsin is
team in more than six years, los- astonishing. In each case, he
ing 39 in a row.
built something from nothing
In 1994, his Wisconsinand watched it endure after he
Green Bay team beat nationally
was gone.
ranked Cal and Jason Kidd in
"It is what I, do," he said.
the ticst round of the NCAA
'''I'm a rebuilder, because I
tournament.
. understand the depths of losBut as much as'the Cougars
ing."
miJ:dlt. improve their discipline
No one has done losing better
and toughness under Bennett,
than WSU.
.
there are questions galore.
Bennett is one of the great
Howwedded are the Cougars
fundamental
cQaches. "You
to Hetinett iliid'his'son,
Tony, ·dOn'tbegin'by,winning
basketshould things go wrong? Is ball games," he said, "you begin
Bennett! a recognized programby eliminating losing."
.
turner, m it for the long haul?
Eliminating turnovers, poor
Does he have the energy?
shots, .getting beat down the
Will his style - a clawing,
floor. While having theintangigrudging defense and a careful
bles, as Bennett calls them,
patient offense - cause any mental toughness, intelligence
excitement if it doesn't produce
on the court and selflessness.
early results? The Cougars ave.rThere is no salesman or sizaged fe~er than 2,500 fans' a zle in Dick Bennett. Only a
game last season; ..,'
great desire to once again make
Will it speak with any kind of miracle.s, and do itwell enough,
modern V01~ tO,the sta~'s athand qmckly e,nough - hehasa'
letes, espec1411y those from. five-year contract - ,that his son
Seattle and Tacoma?
..
.
contmues ori.'
".
. Arethe,re .~ough
tough, . WSU has p'ambledthat greatunselfish, diSciplined athletes to ne~s doesn t· know age or
supply
both
WSU
andfatlgue.--

By Blaine Newnham

The Seat/Ie Times ---Jim Sterk, the athletic director at Washington State, acted
like a guy who came from
Portland State and knew little of
the outside world when in
December he quickly named
Bill Doba, a 62-year-old career
assistant, to replace Mike Price
as football coach.
Was it that he didn't know
who else to hire? Or was he
keen in his perception of Doba
and so confident m the foundation Price had put down that he
wanted to keep it intact?
"I'd spent three years thinking of who might replace Mike
should he leave," said Sterk,
"and my choice was always Bill
Doba."
.
Now he has a football coach
who is 62,arid
a basketball
coach, Dick Bennett, who is a
month shy of 60, hires that will
affect the Pullman,
Wash.,
school long after the two are
gone.
,
As far as the search for a new
basketball coach, Don Newman,
an ebullient coach and recruiter,
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Bennen will have plenty to rebuild with Washington State

BOISE +STATE

195.65 for a .05 victory over Cal,
State Fullerton's
195.6. Host
Southern Utah was third with
195.375. Utah State was fourth
with a 194.35.
Bronco
sophomore
Carla
Chambers won the all-around
competition with a career high
39.55. Chambers was named the
2003'
Western
Gymnastics

~::!::;~\~~:s::

Glorv','~,','ays
return at Marquette
til. '.' ""
Make rooIW'iAl",Mc.Guire:
Move over, Butch Lee~·B() Eltis
and friends. Marquettc':basketball is back where:YQu left it
tPJee decades ago: .
, It arrived Saturday strictly on
merit, dominaHn~everyone's
favorite forthepatlOnal champions~ip: .The' Golden Eagles are
going to the ,Final Four and
Kentucl0' isn't because they're
simply bette~.--'bigger, .stronger,
deadher'andJust.as
qUick. Who
knew? .'.
. ,
This group' grew before your
very eyes. If you ·said even a
week ago, that Marquette would
not:o/1l):' bea(America's
topranked' team, but embarrass It,
you were begging for a blood
test. Now you're begging for a
seat at the Superdome.
No, the Eagles haven't won it
all, but for the first time since
the '70s they've returned to that
incredibly exclusive club of programs that can, There will be no
, more upsets for these guys.
They
established
their
national credentials
in three
days . at . Pittsburgh
and
Kentucky's
expense.
More
important, they've convinced
the people at home they belong
on the same page with the best
in Marquette's storied past:
When it was over Saturday,'
the fans were chanting "One
more year!" at Dwyane Wade,
and only Wade knows if they'll
get it. His last three halves may
turn out to be one of the more
impressive salary drives in college basketball history. For 'now
they serve as 60 of the most
cherished minutes in Marquette
lore.
Lee, Ellis, Meminger and
Lucas never looked better than
the All-American
junior did
while Kentucky was chasing
him with everything but the
state's thoroughbred herd. "We
knew we had our hands full with
him," said Keith Bogans, the
Wildcats' star guard.
Their hands, their feet and
mostly
their heads.
Wade
imposed his will on the opponents, just as surely as Robert
Jackson imposed his body on
them. Marquette's center turned
the bulky
Wildcats'
best
weapon back on them, getting

team
won
the
Western
Gymnastics
Conference
Championship Saturday, March
29 in the four-way meet.
The Broncos scored their besf
road-score of the season with a

The Boise State women's
tennis team completed a sweep
of competition
in southern
California by defeating the' Long
Beach State 4gers 5-2 late last
Thursday afternoon
in Long
Beach. With the win, Boise State
improves to 14-3 on the season.
The Broncos swept all four
matches
in their
southern
California
tour during
this
week's spring break competition.
In a match decided in the
third set, No. 61-ranked Boise
State (14-3) defeated No. 69ranked Long Beach State (9-6)
5-2, sweeping the three doubles
matches by just five points,
before winning four of six singles' points, including two in the
third set.
Boise State opened the day
by sweeping the three doubles
matches in a tightly contested
competition to win the team
doubles point. The Broncos won
the number one and two pairs by
a the score of 8-6 with Jemima
Hayward and Erin Polowski
defeating the Beach's Alena
Kovalchuk and Lindsey Marvel
at the ones while Anna Curtolo
and.carolina Pongratz beat Long
Beach's third team of Claudia
Argumedo and Alanah Carroll.
The number two doubles went to
a tiebreaker with Boise State's
Alissa Ayling and Renate Stoop
claiming .the 9-8 (7-5) win over
Laura Thomas and Kelly Chan. '.
The Broncos now prepare for
this weekend as they host the '
,Barbara Chandler Classic April
4-6, at th~ Applet<m Tennis' :
Center. Following a trip to the :
Midwest the Broncos will wrap- ,
up the seaSon by hosting the :
200,3
Western
Athletic
Conference
... Tennis :
Championships ApriI2?-27.
,:
I

,

,",

Men's Tennis downs
Brigham Young 5-2
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t
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The 58th ranked Boise State I
men's tennis team defeated the :
59th ranked Brigham Young :
CougaI'8""5-2 Friday evening at I
the Appleton Tennis Center on :
the Boise State campus. The I
Broncos won a tightly contested :
affair over the_ .c~ougars . to :
improve their overall record' to I
11-6on the. season. With the win I
Boise Stilte has won three in a :
row and nine of their last 10:
matches' while Brigham Young I
moves to 7-8 overall on the year. :
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Basketball-lIl.ying twins lace challenges: war, NCAAtournament
By Sarah Hoye
~Capita; News Service -----March Madness has taken ona
whole new meaning for the Moore
family twins.
Last week, while one was suiting up
to play basketball for Butler University
in the NCAA tournament, the other was
donning a U.S. Naval Academy uniform prepping for war.
As the United States launched its
"shock and awe" campaign against the
Iraqis, and the tournament got under
way, the Moore family's emotions
swung from worry and concern for
Mitch and his future deployment" to
heart-pounding excitement for Mike
and his team's surprising wins that
brought the Bulldogs to the Sweet 16,
where they'll take on University of
Oklahoma Friday night.
The 23-year-old
identical twins
from Fairborn, Ohio, spent their first 18
years together, a lot of it on the basketball court, But now, college seniors far
apart, they were never more in each
other's thoughts.
Mike was uneasy knowing that
Mitch could soon be off to war, and got
in touch quickly when the conflict
began.
"I was worried and 1questioned him
about that - but he'll have at least six
months of training in Quantico," a
Marine base in Virginia, he said.
"What concerns me is his interest in
embassy.duty, That is "scary. He could
be easily overrun. And he would be a
prime target with no one watching his
back," he said.
The earliest
Mitch could be
deployed is January 2004. He said he
feels an "excited anxiousness."
"I think
there's
apprehension
because we know our friends are in
harm's way," Mitch said.
"And we arc getting anxious to do
our part."
,
Mitch will graduate as a second lieutenant in the Marine Corps in a class of
about 1,000 on May 23.
"This is something that I knew could
happen ... and that's why I'm here," he
said.
"I'm actually looking forward to it.
We sat here, we've watched the
military for years, and now we' want
our tum."
Mitch has wanted to serve his
country since seventh grade, when he
asked a teacher what colleges besides
Harvard or Yale - which he couldn't
afford - were diflicult to get into.
"She told me about the Naval
Academy. 1 did some research and just
decided that I'd come here. And then
here I was," he said.
"This was an opportunity I couldn't
pass up. It's one of the top educations
in the nation and is consistently ranked
as the hardest to get into," he, said,

laughing about how he sounded like a
talking brochure.
"I've always been drawn to the
military. I grew up with it. I realized
that the military was something I
wanted to be a part of."
The Moores were raised near Wright
Patterson Air Force Base outside
Dayton, Ohio. The boys' grandfather
was in the Korean War.' They had
great-uncles that flew planes for the Air
Force.
Their father, Rick Moore, a civilian
engineer at the base, is still a bit baffled
at where his son's military interest
came from.
"Hopefully, Mitch wouldn't have to
go over there. I'm glad in a way that we
are going there now, than a year from
now," said their father.
"But there are a lot of problems that
will still need to be resolved, so he
could see some action."
Knowing that there's some lag time
between his graduation and full-time
active duty, his mother, Lisa Moore,
was slightly more at ease.
"We weren't tremendously worried;
we're really just proud of him, and he is
in our prayers," she said.
"But I know some of his shipmates
will be inharrn's way," she said. "We
don't ask questions."
EvenMikehas
been bitten by the
military bug. He is considering the
Reserves or National Guard:
While Mitch's basketball career is
over - he was a starting center for the
Navy Midshipmen - Mike's is at its
most exciting point.'
Butler squeaked by Mississippi
State 47-46 in the first round of the
NCAA tournament in Birmingham,
Ala.
Rick and Lisa Moore rushed home
from the game to get their daughter,
Melissa "Missy", 20, to the airport so
she could get back to Cottey College in
Nevada, Mo.
,
They made it just in time to catch
the end of Butler's second-round upset
over the University of Louisville, 7971.
Their mother nervously paced the
house.
"It was so exciting. And it seemed
that whenever I was out of the room
they played better,"
she said in
amusement.
'
It was not just exciting,
but
historical - the last time Butler made it
to the Sweet 16 was in 1962.
, Because the game was not broadcast
in Annapolis,
Mitch received
a
'personalized play-by-play.
"I got a call every 10 minutes from
my sister and grandmother," he said.
"I was ecstatic. I can't believe
they've gotten this far."
Mike sat out his first season at
Butler and suffered an ankle injury at
' the start of his final season. He's played

~'

Photo courtesy

of KAT

Two butler teammates react as their team is defeated by Oklahoma in their NCAA East semifinals
game on Friday in Albany, N.Y.
64 games since becoming a Bulldog. ~
"He doesn't see much time, and I'm
sure it's frustrating, but he has had
some good times with it," their father
said.
"We've had a lot of excitement over
the last couple of years."
Mitch and Mike always attended the
same, schools. They played on the same
sports teams. They even got their
driver's license on the same day. But
when it came time to enroll -in college.

blirlantiy mispi~ted inspofts

they chose to go their separate ways.
"This is the first time we have been
away from each other and we handled it
differently," Mitch said.
"I saw it as a chance to grow on my

own."
Now that their college years are
ending, the twins are planning a twoweek trip to Europe to catch up before
Mitch continues his training.
"They grew closer by being apart
and they leaned on each other more

than they thought they did," their father
said. "I'm glad they separated because
they have grown into their own
individuals."
But some things never change.
"I'm five minutes older and he's two
inches taller," Mitch said.
"No, no, he's five minutes older and
I'm one inch taller," Mike said.
"And I'm the better looking one."
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Warjargon

The perceived connections
By Ethan J. Skolnick
South Florida Sun-Sentinel -, - ' between war and sport are. even
more ingrained for athletes and
coaches than for the media; war
You knew someone would
say it, and little Tyronn Lue just, metaphors are flattering: and
empowering.
After Sept, II;
happened to be the poor jock
football players promised' to
caught on tape; Last week the
watch their language.That stuck
Wizards' point guard, when
for about three days. 'Then all
asked about impending war with
Iraq, said he felt sorry for the chatter was again about
everyone who had to fight and battles, trenches, bombs, warriors, field generals and so on.
for their families and friends.
The vernacular of sport and
And then, well ...
"We have a war to fight, too war have cross-fertilized to the
- the Washington Wizards arc point of seeming inexorably
intertwined.
There is much
trying to make the playoffs."
shared language between sport
Luc's
teammate,
Jerry
and politics, too - elections as
Stackhouse, added "we're going
horse races and Heisman camto war abroad, and we're going
paigns - but comparisons drawn
to war on the floor. Hopefully
between sport and war seem
we can prevail in both."
much more unseemly.
Unfortunate as their comYes, there are surface simiments may be, neither Lue nor
Stackhouse
meant harm. A larities between the two, in their
structure,
strategy,
drafts,
reporter could poke and prod
training, travel, uniforms and
enough to gather such garbage
camaraderie. But to correlate
in any locker room, and ifl were
sport with war in any way
a public relations director, I'd
makes light of the stark differadvise players to simply zip it.
ences in the stakes of each. And
As sports junkies - athletes,
if that seems obvious to anyone'
reporters and fans - we need
Black Hawk
deprogramming, and without it, not confusing
it's easy to fall into the trap of Down for a Blackhawks hockey
game, it doesn't register sumcareless association.
'

ciently with those who routinely
apply the vocabulary of the
playing field to the battlefield,
and vice versa.
Our president, the former
TexasRangers
baseball owner,
recently declared "Game Over"
in regard to Saddam 'Hussein's
disarming, to which the French
president
Jacques
Chirae
replied, "This is not a game."
Virginia Sen. George Allen, son
of the late football coach, spoke
of the military's "game plan,"
and its willingness for in-game
adjustments. During hours of
cable coverage, I've heard "the
best offense is a good defense,"
and more apropos for this conflict, "the best defense is a good
offense."
I've
heard
Iraq
declared "a massive underdog,"
and heard one pundit suggest
America was waiting to see if
Saddam willcall "a Hail Mary."
On a competing network at
that moment, I'm sure some
nitwit segued to the NCAA
Tournament
by suggesting
Saddam had missed his chance
for a buzzer-beater. That's OK.
Guess we'll have to settle for
Lue hitting one this week,
during his wars on the floor.
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f.SU alms; lor better _l,dent· seating
~~'
.;-',JlII'7.'
.'.~."Y:.'~-:~·;
." ..;.~.·
...·•r!Umo..
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:~';.'

i.\~~..•

.

W~S.~
... This season .~.....
~...atten- cha..r.r.'lr&1h.:.~. e.~''1\lUdent~e.ating
~i has
been. received Idaho State. T~is plan will
danee at home games averaged allotiitelt4:io\1tythe locations of A~;;~·,6y
the BOise State allow. the. Athletic Department
"',""i.i"
'.;
only 312 students and. the. the.:s.~8.,:,.
t;
~Department
to ma!ntam those lowe~fees by
;:.~t:~" " the sprin~ <;JP 982 of(i~e.· of !,S~SU ~r.~s,i,d~t, ':.l~~~pi'oposal is successful,;.·,~\~
Athletic Department allowing !hem to. sell lI1~medl.A.~ cost of $17.5 ~dbot!.:.tJ1e,Qhris .M,athltlSIS ~g~t!I}~~'~~i:~S~~tt()~ . 1~,17.-and
18./~~b, '.f ; n very supp~rtlve about ately desirable. tickets m the
".l!<ise Stat.e Pavilion sea~.,./.''lio.m.ethll1ga.;boutIt..;~ ."!:'..;.~:h.i !'.iittly falhng in the studen(".,:.'lhi:.,.
'.....•..
;Fopose~ s~atin.g change. curr~nt, relatively .unuse.d
...~80
peo.ph:. Roughly 65"
. Ma~hia..".~workmg:Wlth.J.l)t:',~;.sectf6n,Will be swapped for:Jt'~;"WI~~wm ~ltuatlOnfor all. sections. Benson said t~IS
"~en. t of Its capacity; 1,900 Athletl9Depl,Utmeptto create a the first five rows:r~n the' Tb.ePllv.,.!.hon
Willb~ b.etterable. proposal could-be beneficial
seats,..is delegated to students more "student friendly" envi- sections that .eurround- three to'.~9Ut,~kets for high-demand both now and m the future,
ft
. for Bronco basketball games.
ronment at men's basketball sides of the floor. In addition, s~Jthe
general public and
"Th.is will allow the
Despite the structure's gener- games. The proposal calls for students would gain all the the :.s~dents will gain more Athletic Department to sell
..ous seating, and the. current student . seating. . to
be seats in the sections behind the floor seats," Benson said.
.
mor~ tickets to the ~eneral
>. student allotment, BOise State rearranged, provldmg more
baskets.
Students pay lower athletic pubhc, hopefully reducmg any
struggles to fill one of the seatli for students closer to the
ASBSU public relations fees at B~ise St~te than stU-!leed
for "future stu?ent fee
finest basketball arenas in the {;(}.urt. The plan does not director Andy Benson said the dents at neltihbonng Idaho and mcreases, Benson said.
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By Dale Hofmann'.'.

.• \ :',' ',24 'points and 15 rebounds;
Milwaukee:JournafSentittel
"f"""'while limiting Marquis Estill to
. "" .,...."'. ,.:.,.:.t~j.\'",:,'i.!';';'
..
10.. o.f the. o.ne and six of the
Make roorP~'.~Al",~c,q\llte. other. . : ..,.,
Move over, Butch Lee(BQ Ellis
By controlling the lane, he
and friends. Mar~uette·;basket- forced Kentucky outSide,where
b~ll is back whet'll')rQu left it its ordinary, and he formally
three decades ago: .'
introduced himselft\> his oppo, It arrived Saturday strictly on site number. Earlier.in the week,
merit, domin1l1in~everyone's Estill said he had no memory of
favorite for the natIonalchampi- Jackson'when he was a conferonship: The Golden Eagles are ence rival at Mississippi State.
going to the ~Final Four and "I'm quite sure he k.Qowsme
Kentuc~ isn't .because they're now," Jackson said. '1"
simply better ,:..;bigger,stronger,
Estill and most ofthe.rolks at
deadher'Rmfjustas quick. Who home. These playersc~never
knew?"
....,.
be strangers agam··,;;..not,.tothe
This group grew before your thousands who crossed'the state
very eyes. If yoU said even a line to watch them, or to the tens
week ago,tharMarquette would of thousands who didn't but
not:W#bea(.Arnerica's
top- y~ars from now will clai~ they
ranked' team, but embarrass It, did.
you were begging for a blood
They'll say they saw Steve
test. Now you're begging for a Novak' bury five threes;'and
seat at the Superdome.
Travis Diener shred the vaunted
No, the Eagles haven't won it Kentucky press, and Tom Crean
all, but for the first time since clear the bench with almost 2
the '70s they've returned to that minutes to play. He cleared the
incredibly exclusive club of pro- 'bench. Agamst Kentucky. In the
grams that can. There will be no regional final.
. more upsets for these guys.
Not even the '77 team that
They
established
their won the championship could
national credentials in three risk that, or the '74 club that
days . at . Pittsburgh
and played for it. This one actually
Kentucky'S expense. More had' a better regular-season
important, they've convinced record than either of those, but
the people at home thcy belong thcre's no question which of the
on the same page with the best three carne as the biggest surin Marquette's storied past:
prise.
When it was over Saturday,
"We never got caught up in
the fans were chanting "One what people thought we could or
more year!" at Dwyane Wade, couldn't do," said Crean. "I
and only Wade knows if they'll know it sounds kind of boring,
get it. His last three halves may but that's our team. That's the
tum out to be one of the more way we arc."
impressive salary drives in col, The way they are is playing
lege basketball history. For 'now just fine in Wisconsin. Not betthey serve as 50 of the most ter than ever, but just 8$' good.
cherished minutes in Marquette There's no telling how .long it
lore.
will stay, but right now it's fair
Lee, Ellis, Meminger and to say Marquette basketball is
Lucas never looked better than back.
the All-American junior did
"Yeah, I think, so," said
while Kentucky was chasing Diener. "It's been so lon~ since
him with everything but the 1977. All those fans 10 the
state's thoroughbred herd. "We stands, especially the older peoknew we had our hands full with pIc, I know some ·of them were
him," said Keith Bogans, the m tears. This is the joy we can
Wildcats' star guard.
bring thcm.
Their hands, their feet and
"It's just an honor to put on
mostly their heads. Wade this uniform and play for this
imposed his will on the oppo- team."
nents, just as surely as Robert
There are dozens of former
Jackson imposed his body on players who know the feeling.
them. Marquette's center turned And it just got easier to
the bulky Wildcats' best remember them.
weapon back on them, getting
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IItI8 over past weekend
The Boise State gymnastics
team
won
the
Western
Gymnastics
Conference
Championship Saturday, March
29 in the four-way meet.
The Broncos scored their best
road-score of the season with a
195.65 for a .05 victory over Cal
State Fullerton's 195.6. Host
Southern Utah was third with
195.375. Utah State was fourth
with a 194.35.
Bronco sophomore Carla
Chambers won the all-around
competition with a career high
39.55. Chambers was named the
2003 Western Gymnastics
Conference Gymnast of the
Year, voted by the conference
coaches immediately after the
competition.
. Boise State coach Sam
Sandmire was named the conference honorof2003 Coach of the
Year.
Chambers also won the bars
crown with a 9.9. Bronco freshman Kea Cuaresma won the
vault championship with a 9.975
and also tied for first on the floor
with a 9.9.
This is the second year for the
Western
Gymnastics
Conference, which has three of
the same schools (BSU, CSUF
and USU) as were in the now
defunct Big West Conference.
The Broncos won the 1997,
1999 and 2000· Big West
Conference Championships.
The score ups the Broncos'
NCAA Regional· qualifying
mark to a 195.285 - and should
secure their team spot in the
NCAA
West
Region
Championship. The Broncos
will receive notification of their
official invitational to regionals
later today.
, "The Coach of the Year
Award is really a three way tie
because I have to share it with
my assistant coaches Bill
Steinbach and Tina Bird." Sam
Sandmire said of the award winning evening for the Broncos.

,

Women's tennis squad
returns home aner
successful road trip

The Boise State women's
tennis team completed a sweep
of competition in southern
California by defeating the Long
Beach State 4gers 5-2 late last
Thursday afternoon in Long
Beach. With the win, Boise State
improves to 14-3 on the season.
The Broncos swept all four
matches in their southern
California tour during this
week's spring break competition.
In a match decided_ in the
third set, No. 61-ranked Boise
Photo courtesy of KRT
State (14-3) defeated No. 69Kentucky's Chuck Hayes has his shot deflected at the basket by Marquette's
ranked Long Beach State (9-6)
Dwayne Wade in the NCAA Midwest Regional championship game on Saturday at
5-2, sweeping the three doubles
the Metrodome in Minneapolis, Minn.
matches by just five points,
before winning four of six singles' points, including two in the
third set.
UNIVERSITY
was
there
for
the
taking.
He
had
Gonzaga?
Boise State opened the day
By Blaine Newnham
Career Center Services
the local ties.
Bennett and his son don't by sweeping the three doubles
The
Seattle
Times
---h
knowesth tate. They are, owCareer, Internship & Part-time, Summer,
But Bennett r~resented
something entirely di erent.
ever, far better recruiters than matches in a tightly contested
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Jim Sterk, the athletic direcQuite simply, the Cougars most are giving them credit for. competition to win the team
tor at Washington State, acted have never hired such a successCareer Counseling
In hiring Bennett, Sterk doubles point. The Broncos won
likc a guy who came from ful, proven coach. They'd never wanted "instant credibility" the number one and two pairs by
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
Portland
State
and
ki1ewlittle
of
http://career.boisestate.edu
had the chance to.
with the state's coaches. He a the score of 8-6 with Jemima
the outside world when in
426-1747
Because
Bennett
quit wants doors opened that have Hayward and Erin Polowski
December he quickly named Wisconsin after three games been closed.
1173 University Drive
defeating the Beach's Alena
Bill Doba, a 62-year-old career
Bennett is wonderfully Kovalchuk and Lindsey Marvel
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
assistant, to replace Mike Price into the 2001 season, he was
available and eventually willing. straightforward. He admitted at the ones while Anna Curtolo
as football coach.
"The timing," he Saidyester- yesterday he knew nothing
Was it that he didn't know day,
"was perfect."
about basketball in the state, and and Carolina Pongratz beat Long
who else to hire? Or was he
His record is gaudy. At wasn't in a hurry to recruit Beach's third team of Claudia
keen in his perception of Doba Wisconsin, he was 93-69. In 15 replacements for what Paul Argumedo and Alanah Carroll.
Bomec,lJlDio,.CiUJrdi' .. ator.
and so confident m the founda- seasons as a Division I coach, Graham left him.
The number two doubles went to
tion Price had put down that he his teams were 280-178. Over
.
".
~
"The first year goes to those a tiebreaker with Boise State's
c···
....
wanted to keep it intact?
WSU who are here," he said. "I've Alissa Ayling and Renate Stoop
"I'd spent three years think- that same period of time,
'
• found in the past that it is better claiming.the 9~8 (7-5) win over
ing of who might replace Mike was 205-238.
He is the only coach to have not to rush in and offer scholar~LauiaThpmds an<~Kelly Chan.
should he leave," said Sterk,
The Broncos now prepare for
"and my choice was always Bill taken Wisconsin to three NCAA ships until ~ou arc sure."
••t.rtl.....~I.t.I'
tournaments. In five years, he
Bennett s rebuilding record
Doba." .
beat ranked opponents 24 times. at Wisconsin-Stevens Point, this weekend as they host the
Now he has a f'Jotball coach WSU hasn't beaten a ranked Green Bay and Wisconsin is ,Barbara Chandler Classic April
'. willP.9/ .. a•tbll ."
who is 62, and a basketball team in more than six years, los- astonishing. In each case, he 4-6, at thQ,'App'eton Tennis ,
a.roliadla ,.Iglatcr.dlt.
coach, Dick Bennett, who is a ing 39 in a row.
built something from nothing . Center. Following a trip to the
month shy of 60, hires that will
In 1994, his Wisconsin- and watched it endure after he Midwest the Broncos will wrapaffect the Pullman, Wash., Green Bay team beat nationally WlMi
gone.
• up the season' b)' hosting the
school 10ng after the two are ranked Cal and Jason Kidd in
"It is what I do," he said. 2003
Western,., Athletic
gone.
the
tirst
round
of
the
NCAA
"I'm
a
rebuilder,
because
I
Conference
..
Tennis
As far as the search for a new
understand the depths of losbasketball coach, Don Newman, tournament.
But as much as the Cougars ing."
Championships April 25-27.
an ebullient coach and recruiter,
might improve their discipline
No one has done losing better
and toughness under Bennett, than WSU.
.
there are questions galore.
Bennett is one of the great Men's TeMls downs
How wedded are the Cougars fundamental. coaches. "You
to Bennetf and' his!'son, Tony" don't ..begIn\by 'winning basket- Brigham young 5-2
should things go wrong? Is ball games," he said, 'Jou begin
Bennetlr a recognized program- by eliminating losing.' .
.
The 58th ranked Boise State
.turner, m it for the long haul?
Eliminating turnovers, poor
AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Does he have the energy?
shots, getting beat down the men's tennis team defeated the
Will his style - a clawing, floor. While having the intangi- 59th ranked Brigham Young
grudging defense and a careful bles, as Bennett 1;alls·them, Cougars~5.2 Friday evening at
Up to $3,000.00
Per Semester for
pati.ent on:en~e' - cause any mental toughness, intelligence the Appleton Tennis Center on
excitement If It .doesn't produce on the court and selflessness.
the Boise State campus. The
Full-Time Students fff
early results?The Cougars averThere is no salesman or siz- Broncos won a tightly contested •
JI
aged fewer than 2,500 fans a zle in Dick l3ennett Only' a affair over. the_.G.ougars to:
game last season.
....
. great desire to once again make improve their overall record to •
. .Will it speakwithaity kind of miracles, and do it well enough II.Grin the season. With the win 0
modern vOlce,to.the state'sath~ andquicklyenough:-he
has a'
letes,especWly:
those. frpm live-year contrac~-,tliathis son Boise State has won three in a :
rowand' nine of their last 10:
Seattle and Tacoma?
, ' . . .contUlueson.
.'>
Are thercr..enough tough,.W:SU:has~ambledihat
great- matctes' while· Brigham Young •
unselfish, disCiplinedathletes tQ ness ..doesn tknow
"age or moves to 7-8overall oothe year. :
.' t'
supply
both
WSuandfatigue.·
'.
.'-

Bennen will have plenty to rebuild with Washington State
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Basketball-pl.ying twlnsla;;e challenges: war, NCAAtournament
laughing about how he sounded like a
talking brochure.
"I've always been , drawn to the
March Madness has taken on a military. I grew up with it. I realized
that the military was something I
whole new meaning for the Moore
wanted to be a part of."
,
family twins.
.
The Moores were raised near Wright
Last week, while one was suiting up
Patterson Air Force Base outside
to play basketball for Butler University
Dayton, Ohio. The boys' grandfather
in the NCAA tournament, the other was
was in the Korean War. They had
donning a U.S. Naval Academy unigreat-uncles that flew planes for the Ail:
form prepping for war.
As the United States launched its Force.
Their father, Rick Moore, a civilian
"shock and awe" campaign against the
engineer at the base, is still a bit baffled
Iraqis, .and the tournament got under
at where his son's military interest
way, the Moore family's emotions
swung from worry and concern for came from.
"Hopefully, Mitch wouldn't have to
Mitch and his future deployment, to
go over there. I'm glad in a way that we
heart-pounding excitement for Mike
are going there now, than a year from
and his team's surprising wins that
brought the Bulldogs to the Sweet 16, now," said their father.
"But there are a lot of problems that
where. they'll take on University of
will still need to be resolved, so he
Oklahoma Friday night.
could see some action."
The 23-year-old
identical twins
Knowing that there's some lag time
from Fairborn, Ohio, spent their first 18
between his graduation and full-time
years together, a lot of it on the basketball court. But now, college seniors far active duty, his mother, Lisa Moore,
was slightly more at ease.
apart, they were never more in each
"We weren't tremendously worried;
other's thoughts.
we're really just proud of him, and he is
Mike was uneasy knowing that
Mitch could soon be off to war, and got in our prayers," she said.
"But I know some of his shipmates
in touch quickly when the conflict
will be in harm's way," she-said. "We
began.
•
"I was worried and 1questioned him don't.ask questions,"'",
Eyert~Mike ..hasbeenbitten
by the
about that - but he'll have at least six
the
months of training in Quantico," a military- ~ug.Heis~onsidering
ReseivesorNational,
Guard:
Marine base in Virginia; he said. '
While Mitch's basketball career is
"What concerns me is his interest in
over - he was a st8.rtingcenter for the
embassy duty. That is scary, He could
is at its
be easily overrun. And he would be a Navy Midshipmen-Mike's,
prime target with no one watching his most exciting point.'
Butler squeaked by Mississippi
back," he said.
.
The earliest
Mitch could be State 47-46 in the first round of the
deployed is January 2004. He said he NCAA tournament in Birmingham,
Ala.
feels an "excited anxiousness."
Rick and Lisa Moore rushed home
"I think there's
apprehension
because we know our friends are in' from the game to get their daughter,
Melissa "Missy", 20, to the airport so
harm's way," Mitch said.
"And we are getting anxious to do she could get back to Cottey College in
Nevada, Mo.
,
our part."
They made it just in time to catch
Mitch will graduate as a second lieutenant in the Marine Corps in a class of the end of Butler's second-round upset
over the University of Louisvil\e, 79about 1,000 on May 23.
71.
"This is something that I knew could
Their mother nervously paced the
happen ... and that's why I'm here," he '
house.
said.
"It was so exciting. And it seemed
, "I'm actually looking forward to it.
that whenever I was out of the room
We sat here, we've watched the
they played better,"
she said in
military for years, and now we want
amusement.
our tum."
.
It was not just exciting,
but
Mitch has wanted to serve his
historicalthe
last
time
Butler
made
it
country since seventh grade, when he
to the Sweet 16 was in 1962.
asked a teacher what colleges besides
. Because the game was not broadcast
Harvard or Yale - which he couldn't
in Annapolis,
Mitch received
a
afford - were difficult to get into.
personalized play-by-play. '
"She told me about the Naval
"I got a call every 10 minutes from
Academy. I did some research and just
my sister and grandmother," he said.
decided that I'd come here. And then
"I was ecstatic. I can't believe
here I was," he said.
, '
they've gotten this far." '
"This was an opportunity I couldn't
Mike sat out his first season at
pass up. It's one of the top educations
Butler and suffered an ankle injury at
in the nation and is consistently ranked
the start of his final season. He's played
as the hardest to get into," he said,

By Sarah Hoye
Capital News Service -----
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Photo courtesy of KRT

Two butler teammates react as their team is defeated by Oklahoma in their NCAA East semifinals
game on Friday in Albany, N.Y.
64 games since becoming a Bulldog.
"He doesn't see much time, and I'm
sure it's frustrating, but he has had
some good times with it'," their father
said.
"
,
"We've had a lot of excitement over
the last couple of years,"
Mitch and Mike always attended the
same schools. They played on the same
sports teams. They even got their
driver's license on the same day. But
when it came time to enroll-in college,
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ciently with those who routinely
(.
The perceived connections
apply' the vocabulary of the
'betweenwar
and sport are even
more ingrained for athletes and playing field to the battlefield,
and vice versa.
.
coaches than for the media; war
You knew someone would
Our.president,the
former
metaphors
are
flattering
and
say it, and little Tyronn Lue just.
TexasRangers
baseball owner,
empowering.
After
Sept.,-ll;
happened to be the poor jock
recently declared "Game Over"
caught on tape. Last week the football players promised' .to in regard to Saddam Hussein's'
watchtheir
language.
That
stuck'
Wizards'
point guard, when
for about three days. Then all disarming, to which the French
asked about impending war with
president
Jacques
Chirae ,
Iraq, said he felt sorry for the chatter was again about
replied, "This is not a game."
everyone who had to fight and battles, trenches, bombs, warVirginia Sen. George' Allen, son
riors, field generals andso on.
for their families and friends.
of the late football coach, spoke
The
vernacular
of
sport
and
And then, well ...
of the military's "game plan," ,
war
havecross-fert.ilized
to
the
"We have a war to fight, too
and its willingness for in-game
point
of
seeming
inexorably
_ the Washington Wizards are
adjustments. During hours of
intertwined.
There
is
much
trying to make the playoffs."
cable coverage, I've heard "the
shared
language
between
sport
Lue's
teammate,
Jerry
best offense is a good defense,"
and
politics,
too
elections
as
Stackhouse, added "we're going
and more apropos for this conhorse races and Heisman camto war abroad, and we're going
flict, "the best defense is a good
paigns
but
comparisons
drawn
to war on the floor. Hopefully
offense."
I've
heard
Iraq
between
sport
and
war
seem
we can prevail in both."
declared "a massive underdog,"
much
more
unseemly.
Unfortunate as their comand heard one pundit suggest
Yes, there are surface simiments may be, neither Lue nor
America was waiting to see if
larities
between
the
two,
in
their
Stackhouse
meant harm. A
Saddam will call "a Hail Mary."
structure,
strategy,
drafts,
reporter could poke and prod
On a competing network at
training,
travel,
uniforms
and
enough to gather such garbage
that moment, I'm sure some
camaraderie.
But
to
correlate
.in any locker room, and if I were
nitwit segued to the NCAA
sport with war in any way
a public relations director, I'd
Tournament
by suggesting
makes
light
of
the
stark
differadvise players to simply zip it.
Sad dam had missed his chance
ences
in
the
stakes
of
each.
And
As sports junkies - athletes,
for a buzzer-beater. That's OK.
if that seems obvious to anyone
reporters and fans - we need
Guess we'll have to settle for
not
confusing
Black
Hawk
deprogramming, and without it,
Lue hitting one this week,
it's easy to fall into the trap of Down for a Blackhawks hockey
during his wars on the floor.
game, it doesn't register sufficareless association.

By Ethan J. Skolnick
South Florida Sun-Sentinel

r-r:

than they thought they did," their father
said. "I'm glad they separated because
they have grown into their own
individuals."
But some things never change.
"I'm five minutes older and he's two
inches taller," Mitch said.
"No, no, he's five minutes older and
I'm one inch taller," Mike said.
"And I'm the better looking one."

~~,

War jargon blalantly misplat~d in sports'
~.~.'r.<~~(i1.,f!~.,;.I'·"-

they chose to go their separate ways.
"This is the first time we have been
away from each other and we handled it
differently," Miteh said.
"I saw it as a chance to grow on my
own."
Now that their college years are
ending, the twins are planning a twoweek trip to Europe to catch up before
Mitch continues his training.
"They grew closer by being apart
and they leaned on each other more

Arbiter
is now hiring for th~ following

positions for next
J!'all'03 and Spring '04.

• Advertising Manager• Ass.istant Ad. Manager
• Account Executives
.' Graphic Designers

Ii

Some-positions av~able 'tIrith
iD.te~p'credits
and scholarships.
I"
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CKY calls for revolution in music biz
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By Justin Prescott
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Necroholocaust Ii
a worthy replica
We're all aware of the popular music industry's marketing.
tactics: discover a new sound
and exploit it by promoting endless regurgitations of the same
theme until sales drop.
This is how we end up with
dung like Good Charlotte and
Three Doors Down.
A similar phenomenon has
been at work in gore metal, one
of many subgenrcs of death
metal, since 1989 when Carcass
released
their
seminal
Symphonies c?( Sickness album,
though some argue furiously
over message boards that the
trend has older origins.
This tradition seems to be
motivated more by misanthropy
and love of bloody horror
movies than profit, but the
bands all share similar attributes: gurgling,
indecipherable
vocals, simple lightning fast
rill's and double bass, grisly artwork aimed at ultimate offensivencss and forensic medical
terms used out of context to
accentuate the gory lyrics.
Necroholacaust,
the new
album from Disgorge (the one
from Mexico, not to be confused with the Californian
Disgorge or the Dutch Disgorge
or Disgorged or Regorge) is
firmly within this tradition with
hideous
song
titles
like
"Macabre Realms of Inhuman
Bestiality" and "Gorcmassacre
Perversity."
The cover art is a pile of
mutilated corpses, which. to be
honest is fairly tame in comparison to that of their previous
album, Forctisick.
This paper probably wouldn't print a detailed description
of that art, but let's just say it
has something to do with a car
wreck and a dead baby.
Given all this it might be
hard to take Disgorge (Mex.)
seriously,
and perhaps they
should be chastised for their
lack of creativity - and for not
growling in Spanish, But is it
really prudent to insult three
guys who frequently write lyrics
about dismemberment and cannibalism?
Excoriating
anal
tracts and pus-filled decomposition aside, Necl'Oholocaust is
some
above-average
death
metal. '
Unlike Forensick, the production is good enough that
actual
instruments
arc
detectable.
The- requisite Carcass-isms
arc dangling on like the tendons
of severed phalanges, but other
influences like the dark tremoloriff atmospheres
of Morbid
Angel and doomy sections a la
Incantation worm (or maggot)
their way into the mix.
The
"Pyossified
Axe
Grinder" Edgar throws in some
well-crafted guitar lines and a
few are, dare it be said, almost
pretty in places. A few samples
arc used before and during
songs and somehow they have
nothing to do with serial killers
or horror movie screams.
This
release
solidifies
Disgorge as one of Mexico's
best metal exports and while it's
certainly
no
Necroticism:
Descanting the Insalubrious, it
attests to the fact that gore metal
hasn't completely
exhausted
itself yet.

CKY is well on their way to
becoming a thorn in the side of
pop music culture. The band's
goal is nothing short of changing the structure of'the music
industry from the inside.
If all goes as planned, bands
like CKY, with their DIY
approach will dominate the
business.
"We'll reinvent the mainstream"
guitarist
Chad I.
Ginsb~rg said. "There's
an
uprising
coming.
They're
spreading the wortl. They want
the revolution and they want it
in the name ofCKY."
The band considers itself a
way of life, and they're not
going to stop until their way of
life changes the music industry
forever.
There's only one way they
can do this, by creating a fan
base so large and rabid, that no
one will be able to ignore them.
With such aspirations, they
must have reason to believe it's
possible.
That's where the
CKY Alliance comes in. The
Alliance consists of the fans
who have joined CKY in
spreading the word of their
mission to revolutionize
the
music business.
Together they plan to wield
the power of numbers to bring
about the change so desperately
needed. What docs music desperately need? The consensus is
better artists - artists who are in
it for themselves and their fans
and not for the money.
"
"It seems like all bands arc
made by a bunch of people in
suits now," drummer
Jess
, Margera said.
"Everything's manufactured
now, and it's just so bad."
The
group, shares
this
sentiment. Ginsburg, Margera,
singer/guitarist
Deren Miller
and bassist Vern Zaborowski
do everything themselves, from
songwriting to recording and
also production. Their record
company, Island, leaves them
alone until it's time to promote
and distribute the CD.
The way Margera describes
CKY's interaction with Island
almost
makes
the record
company sound like a new
employee
at the Alliance:
'They're
not used to it. We
kinda have to walk them
through how we do s-t."
They have been in charge of
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From left to right: Deron Miller, Chad Ginsburg, Vern Zaborowski,
how they do things from the
beginning,
when they were
making
sound tracks
for
Margera's
brother
Bam's
skateboarding movies.
"That's the only way you
can do it," Margera said.
"They've [Island] seen what
we've done in the past without
their help and they're just like,
hey, it worked, just keep doing
what you're doing."
The
new
album,
IIl/lltrate.Destro)',Rebllild,
is
their third release. So far, it has
done well, debuting on the
Billboard chart at No. 99 with
virtually no radio time.
CKY thinks it can do better
though. Their current tour

and with their 2002 release of
the live double disc Seasons
The Arbiter -----01, the band started their winter tour in February. They'll
You may remember Sound
make their stop in Boise at
Tribe Sector 9 from their aweinspiring performance at the The Big Easy this Tuesday
with openers Medicine Drum.
Big Easy during the SnoCore
Although
Sound
Tribe
Icicle Ball tour late last winSector
9
has
a
distinct
jam
ter.
band
feci,
bassist
David
Watching
the band play
Murphy describes this clement
their unique blend of jazz,
funk and electronic jams is as more of a musical progression than an objective.
like watching an artwork form
"I think we got the jam
in front of your eyes. The
band intention because we
band generally
stays silent
approachcd
music basically
throughout the entire set, intrifrom a very free form jazz
cately weaving each song into
approach. We just started an
the next.
instrumental
experiment,"
Their non-stop
approach
bassist David Murphy said.
tethered with their . intimate
"It was never a concept. It
stage' presence
and surreal
was just more of an evolulighting creates a transcendental sensorial experience
for tion."
The barid first formed in
all.
.
Stone Mountain, a suburb of.
.After spending time writing
Atlanta! Ga., in 1996 as a
,and rehearsing in Fall 2002,

By Lauren Consuclo Tussing

j

three-piece, but evolved over
the next two or three years
into a five-piece band with
guitarist Hunter Brown, percussionist Jeffree Lerner, keyboardist
David Phipps and
drummer Zach Veimer.
The band, which is defunct
of a vocalist, brings diverse
electronic
elements
to the
table, including drum 'n' bass,
ambient, jungle, and dub.
"As we started songwriting
and composing that's when a
lot of the electronic elements
really
started
bleeding
in
because we - being instru. mental from a songwriting
approach - resonated more
with a lot of the electronic
music," Murphy said.
Beginning this May, Sound
Tribe Sector 9 plans to spend
the summer in the studio
beginning some more musical
"experiments." The plans for
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and Jess Margera.

other like opposing magnets,
It's less the invention of new
sounds than it is a unique
combination of styles that make
CKY different.
They have
incorporated everything from
metal to power-pop-rock
to
new wave into what one may
not find easy to define. One
thing is sure, they are a band
you should keep ari eye on.
On that note, Margera leaves
us with one last thought.
"Buy our album, it's a breath
of fresh air. If you're tired of all
the crap they're playing on
MTV, or whatever, get our
album cause there's a lot more
going on."

schedule will take care of that.
They still have a ways to go on
their U.S. tour and still have to
tour Europe, Australia and
Japan.
Plans arc also in the works
for the release of a DVD with a
video for every song on
lnfi ltra te. Des troy. R ebu iId.
They already have seven videos
done, but the rest will have to
wait until they find some time
between tours.
The sound of the new album
is definitely CKY's own: It's
heavy
and
melodic.
The
harmonics are complex and
tasteful, the mix is both smooth
and gritty at once, and the
vocals and guitar playoff each

of The Island Def Jem Music Group
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Outstanding .

Worthy effort

So-so
"'Abomb

the album arc still developing,
but Sound Tribe Sector 9
plans to work with vocalists,
including Audio Angel, a classical Indian singer, and MCs
for hip-hops tracks. They plan
to release the album sometime
next spring.
"We're
trying
to lose
attachment in a way to what
we know music to be because
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CKY is laking the stage at
the Big Easy on Wednesday.
Doors o~n lit 6:30 p.m.
The show starts at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are available for$12
from Ticketweb.

I

we're mainly live performers.
So going into a studio and
putting together
something
people want to put on their CD
player ... is a new approach for
us, but it is something that we
arc very
excited
about,"
Murphy said.
"We're very open to what
music can bring to us as
artists. "
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Abandon (PG-13)
Autofocus (R)
8 Mile (R)
Femme Fatale (R)
Moonlight Mile (R)
The Ring (PG-13)
Road to Perdition (R)
White Oleander (PG-13)
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Sound Tribe Sector 9 is
playing at the Big Easy this
Tuesday at the Big Easy.
Tickets are available for $15
from Titketweb. Doors open
at 7 p.m. The show starts at
8 p.m. Opening is Medicine
Drum.
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Sound Tribe Sector 9 brings electronic jams to Boise

Romance Speci21isu
l2stefully present
Romance Enhancement
products,
lingerie & more In the
comfort of your own
home.
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Mings

Tournament

FAIRVIEW AVE.

FRANKUNRD.

S241!!·

Boise

MAXELL" CD·R 5O-PK
• Triple-coated_and scratch-resistant
• Archival life up to 100 years in
proper stcn.ce environment
650MB174 r.i;lutes 247-720

8033 W. Franklin Towne Plaza
. (208) 375-8291
Open Daily: 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday: 10:00 a.rn. - 6:00 p.m.

Offer good with purchase of a Maxell CD-R 50-PK (247-720)_
Present this coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per
customerntem. Quantities limited. Valid for in-stock items only.
We reserve Ihe nghtto limit quantities. Offer ~alld from
3/24/03 - 4/0/03. Coupon redeemable In store only.
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S1!~
$2.59

$1.99

OR $3.49 per Ream
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OFFICE DEPOT
ENVIROCOPY" RECYCLED COpy PAPER
• 20 Ib, 84 bright,
500 sheets per ream
• Contains 35% postconsumer
recycled fibers
8-W x 11', Ream 563-024

Coupon sa~ings offer good with purchase of 3 Reams of Office Depol En~iroCopy'· Recycled Copy
Paper (563-024). Present this coupon at time of purchase. Limil one coupon per customerlitem.
Quantities limited. Valid for In-stock items only. We reserve the nght 10 limit quantities. O!fer ~lId
from 3/24103 - 415/03. Coupon redeemable In store only.
Coupon Code 29311179

,

WILSON JONES CLEAR
OVERLAY RING BINDERS
• Includes 2 interior pockets
White 435-156

S29t'

$39.84

~SUBJECT.wIRELESS
498-931/293-656

NOTEBOOK 3-PK

While supplies last.

S14~

$19.84

GE900MHz

CORDLESS PHONE
• Call WaitinglCallerlO"t
• Headseicompatible
,ModeI2-6938GE1 424-336
"teall W3lt1nglCaller to service requlred from your local'

tel~n8

company,

r '

To place your free classified ad, call 345-8204ext. 119 or drop by the office located at 1605 University Drive, (comer ~f University & Michigan)

Wl1dlaitd Firefighters
Wanted Exciting
Outdoor Seasonal
Position No experience
needed-Training
provided Appl~ at
6000 Overland d.
Tues-Thur: 1-5pm Fri:
2-7pm Sat: 8am-1pm

Dre~weaver
MX PT
help, ~/hr to update "
our website. Contact
msnow@Stritedr.com

!trCl,J}9£!CZS:
Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?

Elm $1,000·

Hiring for Bartenders
Busters on Broadway
AJ2pl~in person at
' 1 26 roadway

S2POO

Ie: ;=Student Group
in JusU hoInI

am

Meed
~Woq""",,_No

_No'-l.J5l.-I~
ddo .. 1&'1 qUdIy Cd oilh II< I"'!'lIM
"'waI.!

IS!t!1PUS
y""rOOMdSov",jcrCo/Jtrff"""""l·

Free job-referral
service
BroncOJobs
at bttp:/I

CUck

career.bols estate.edu

MOVIE EXTRASI
MODELS NEEDED No
experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150450 I da~!! Call
1-888-8 D-Ol64x989

100 workers
neededAssemble
crafts, wood items.
Materials ~ovided.
Up to $48 week free
infolkg. 24hr
801 28-4849
'<-,

Bartender Trainees
Needed $250 I day
Potential, Local
Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 223

New Student Info
Center Needs Campus
Tour Guides $7/hr
min reG' Soph w ] 2.5
gpa 42 -1820

Fh~xible
Schedule

Students with prior
.i1itary
service. any
service retain your rank
lIIld earn .... to $300 or
IIOI'e one lIII!l!kend a .an th
+
)'OIl ... y be eligible
for
$276 a .anth G.I. Bill
S240 State $1800 Federal
Elb:at1on Assistance call
T~ Blagbum tl63-3516
or Rick Si_
841-0534
Idaho ArYry National Guard

We need customer
service reps.

$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info

call 658~4888

iiEtindit I
~

CHIRopRACTIC
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call

DrJim Trapp

at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walkingdistancefromsub

Math, Chemistry or
German Tutori~
"$10/hr, Call [en 4-8728

20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends

Interested in a Loan?
We can help consolidate all your bills. Call
us at 1-866-210-680.
Good or bad Credit
accepted.
.

Mother & 5-yr-old boy
girl twins wants to
escape the Ariz. summer Avail. to housesit
_ 6/1-7/20
Wish to stay
at least 6 wks can care
for pets & plants can
provide Boise Refs Fee
neB."Call Stephanie
.48 -483-3288

1025li1cOO/'we. Bcise.DIl37lXi
"Ask aboutour BSU discount"

Italian leather couch
and loveseat. Brand
new still in plastic
Retail $2450 Sacrifice
$899 Call 888-1464

76 VW Beetle runs
well, in primer $1500
286-9844

Kayak $400, Brand
New Freestyle BMX
$125, GT Avalanche
Min. Bike $600,
call 869-7940

1996 Honda CR250
New plastic I graphics
race ready $3000 aBO
850·3983

84 Honda XL 350
Induro $900 aBO
672-1417

oJiil'

Scooter yamaha Zuma
YW50R only 100mi like
new still has warranty,
blue $1200 939-2922

97 Saturn SL 4D, AC,
Waterless Cookware" AM/FM Cass, 5spd
Stopped doing dinner
less than 90k $4500
parties! IhavebeautiaBO Call463-4507
ful, 17-pc, 7-ply surgical stainless steel sets.
2Br/1Ba Mobile Home
Has a Lifetime,
Remodeled 14x70 Near,
Warranty! Was $2000;
now $695! First 7 callers BSU. Owner will
finance, $1000 Down
buy set for 1963 price
383-3477
of $368! 1-800-434-4628.
Queen Pillowtop
Snow tires for sale Size
Mattress Set, Brand
175 70R13 Wintermark
New-still in plastic.
steel radials HT
Must sell $159. Can
w I rims $200 336-0953
deliver 866-7476
2Bd/2Ba Mobile Hm.
Bedroom set 5 piece
Close to BSU. Great for
Cherry set Brand new
student w I roommate!
in box Retail $1450
Call Lee @658-116O
Sacrifice $395
Call 888-1464
98 Chevy, White, 2WD
Long Bed, Custom
86 F250 4x4 460
Wheels, Loaded $8,000
w I new rear end
Call 587-9396
driveline & brakes
$5500 672-1417
Nifty vacuum cleaner
12 amp Eureka
Mattress Set, Full Size
SmartVac canister
Brand new in pkg.
w I all tools, very lightly
Sacrifice $110. Call
used $50 363-7047
866-7476

Starting at $295/mo.
Monthly Move in
Specials!
'Includes all utUities, ""ble!
HBO, compoterlab. Open 7
days a week.
.

Moving Sale 2 5-foot
couches, $50 each.
Great condition! Call
Ben at 383-3477

336-8787

MTX 12" Subwoofer,
w/325 watt MTX
Amp, w I connections.
Calf Andy at 939-8872

Seeking Responsible
Roommate 3Br I IBa
Loft Apt w] WID.
$275/mo + Util. .
713-3749

Old Basketball Cards 2
unopened bxs 90-91
Fleer 91-92 Upper
Deck. Find Jordan,
Shaq $30 869-4828

M/F

Roommate to
share Huge NEnd 5BR
. House. $317 I mo. +
'
1/3Util. WID!
424-6661.
M/F roommate wanted $200/mo + 1/4 util
Near BSU 384-0168 or
283-5602

•

1985 Full size Ford
Bronco, $2000 aBO See
Dwight at the Info
Desk in the'SuB!

'J'tll"k

Affordable
"
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus

Sony Color Clie PDA
T615C Excellent Condo
$150 Comes w/leather
case &: games.
389-5776

84 BMW 325E $2000
aBO Sunroof, new
brakes, battery & tire.s.
Lv msg at 345-8697

QI.ld(i~ ('II

till

Newer N End Hm. 2
Stry 2Br 1 Ba $700 I mo. .
Avail 411. No Pets 884'
N 31st. 367-9236

, FREE UTILITIES I
FREE CABLE TVI

2 Bedl 2 Bath Pix,
NearBSU. WID
Included, New Carpet
and Paint! $550 I mo .
Call 345·2900

King size-Pillowtop
mattress set Brand
New-in bag. Must sell
$225 Can deliver
866-7476
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Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Seroiccs
Today's Birthday (March
31). If you're sure you're on
the right path, don't worry
about encountering a few
obstacles this year. You'll
know in a way that's tough
to explain but perfectly
clear to you. When you're
on track, your power
increases, It's sometimes
called "the groove." You'll
recognize it.
To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries
(March 21-April19)
- Today is a 7 - You're gathering strength. Don't worry
about whether you'll use it
wisely. Get a clear picture
in your mind of what you
want to make happen.
Then, just do it.
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
- Today is a 7 - }t's getting
to be time to prepare for
your next big project. You

may not even know what it
is. Just finish up whatever
you already have going.
That's a great start.
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
- Today is a 7 - You'll need
to hit the ground running
tomorrow, so give it a little
thought. What do you want
to accomplish? You and
your team will have about
48 hours.
Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is a 6 - Don't share
your opinions now unless
specifically asked. You'll
achieve the greatest
rewards by doing as you're
told and following the
directions.
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
- Today is an 8 - This is the
moment of hesitation before
you take the plunge.
Tomorrow and the next
day, it's full speed ahead.
Better repack your parachute in preparation.

Ii

I'M

OIL BERT, MEET YOUp.
NEW TEAM MEMBER,
PERI NOlO.

Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is a 6 - The old routine has been somewhat
modified. It's good to
update, but it does take an
adjustment. Allow extra
~ime.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
- Today is a 7 -Everything's
always changing, yet everything stays the same. Things
may be"stirred up right
now, but more truths will
be revealed,

Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
- Today is a 6 - You may be
in that awkward phase
where your idea hasn't
quite come together. Ignore
criticism. Accept coaching
from one you respect.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a 7 - There's certainly enough confusion to
make things very interesting. You're getting smarter,
and new revelations will
help you achieve your
goals.

Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
- Today is a 7 - You should
be rejuvenated by now and
ready to get back to work.
. That's good, because there
won't be time for much else
tomorrow and the next day.
Get ready.

Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 7 - You're about
to come up with a profitable idea. Trouble is, you
don't know which one will
bring in the big bucks.
Beller write them all down!

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is a 9 - Maybe it's
lime to stop putting up with
an ongoing irritant. If it
doesn't work, fix it. The
annoyance is slowing you
down.
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BLeSSED BY MoTHEft
yeAH?

NATU~€.

MoRE:

LOOKS

LiKe. ITS BEEN CURSED
BY FATHER

(c) 2003, TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder {Tribune Infonnalion
Services.

Crossword

IF YOU'RE ON A
BUDGET, I RECOMMEND
ONE OF OUR. STUFFED
CEO UNITS WITH A
~MAGIC B BALLHEAD.

AN ASTONISHING
FIFTY PERCENT OF
THEM HAVE PERFORMED BETIER
THAN THE OTHER
HALF I

o

WHY HAVENT YOU
INVITED ME TO A
MEETING? l.J-\O·S
FILLING' YOUR HEAD
WITH LIES?

fI

MARGE ••• M,Y BODY HAS BEE.N

DILBERT
DOG6E1\ T THE HEAOHUNTEI\

THe LUCI<Y ONE'S,

ONE OF

YOUR HAND IS SOFT
AND CLAMMY I ARE
YOU THE UNDEAD? I I
ENG~NEER.
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YOU MUST BE GETTING
! WOULD IT
INVITED TO MEETINGS '.
BE WRONG
AND THEN SAYING,
TO ENJOY
-DONT INVITE PERI:
e THIS OPPORTUNITY?

-PlOTTINGf
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ACROSS
1 Reprimand
7 Pompous fool
10 Son of Adam
14 Inventor Gray
.15 Deer mama
16 Tiresome one
17 Time to eat
19 Gobi's continent
20 Davis of "Thelma
& louise"
21 Dazed states
23 Hollywood
figure
25 Under control .
27 Org. of Flyer~
and Jets
28 Fragrant bloom
30 Bear and Berra
34 100 square
meters
35 "Respect" singer
. Franklin
37 Astronauls' grp.
38 N.T. book'
39 Once existed
40 Tax letters
42 Gullibledupe
43 Den
45 Handled
47 Inside info
48 Cicero, e.g.
50 Smallest
possible
51 Cheering word
52 Singing parts
54 london diS1rict
55 Feed
receptacles
58 Dine at home
61 Passageway
62 Malistairways
66 Prod
67 By way of'
68 Hawaiian dress
69 ReS1ingspot "
70 Solar
71 Beach south of
Clearwater
DOWN
1 Plot for I'O$f3S
2 ActorWaliach
3 Playground

14

27

,34
38
43

61
66
69

C 2003
Tri~ _
AUrighta"'-.

8 Waters off
Vietnam
9 Spanish
missionary .
, Junipero
10 Desert
11 Anjou's Cousin
12 Keystone State
port
13 Idyllicmeadows
18 Former
Ethiopian ruler
22 Even one
23 Entanglements
24 Menace
26 Journalist
Hentoff
28 Jurisprudence
29 Gershwin and
, levin
31 Gourmet

32 0:[ prophet

33 Greek lyric
.,

4r=Ed
.
5 Old pronoun
6 Merit
7.Brouhaha

poet

:.~61· . e~~Of B,A.
..
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brook .,.,
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03131103

servk:as,lnc.
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Solutions

49 Mechanical
,tooth
-

57 Gymnast Korbut
59 Charity
60.. Tlghtly
'. stretched

, 53 MalibuorVette

~Pr~re

to take

.' ·.,notice

.'

55 UkesO

.•.•.
56lJ,*,,"fn,~;

.'J"

"', "':iY:";
.'
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63 Hepdude
64 Cart track '

.. (l5Brlng to court
,:.:~,~;./,
{'.':.)':

